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ABSTRACT
AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THE FLOW FIELD SURROUNDING
A SUBSONIC JET IN A CROSS FLOW
Robert Foster Dennis
June 1993
An experimental investigation of the flow interaction of a 5.08 cm (2.00 in.)
diameter round subsonic jet exhausting perpendicularly to a flat plate in a subsonic
crossflow was conducted in the NASA Ames 7x10 Ft. Wind Tunnel No. 1. Flat plate
surface pressures were measured at 400 locations in a 30.48 cm (12.0 in.) concentric
circular array surrounding the jet exit. Results from these measurements are provided in
tabular and graphical form for jet-to-crossflow velocity ratios ranging from 4 to 12, and
for jet exit Mach numbers ranging from 0.50 to 0.93. Laser Doppler Velocimeter (LDV)
three component velocity measurements were made in selected regions in the developed
jet plume and near the flat plate surface, at a jet Mach number of 0.50 and jet-to-
crossflow velocity ratios of 6 and 8. The results of both pressure and LDV measurements
are compared with the results of previous experiments. In addition, pictures of the jet
plume shape at jet velocity ratios ranging from 4 to 12 were obtained using schleiren
photography. The LDV measurements are consistent with previous work, but more
extensive measurements will be necessary to provide a detailed picture of the flowfield.
The surface pressure results compare closely with previous work and provide a useful
characterization of jet induced surface pressures. The results demonstrate the primary
influence of jet velocity ratio and the secondary influence of jet Mach number in
determining such surface pressures.
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CHAPTER1
Introduction
1,1 Objectives and Motivation
The present investigation was performed as a thesis study in partial fulfillment of
the requirements for the degree of Master of Science in Aeronautical Engineering of the
California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo.
Flowfield Study. The first goal of this study was to provide improved data
describing the surface pressure patterns and flowfield velocities created by the interaction of
a round subsonic jet exhausting perpendicularly from a flat plate in a subsonic crossflow
(Jet-In-Cross-Flow, or JICF). The motivation for acquiring this data was to assist in the
evaluation of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) codes applied to this flow interaction.
The Fixed Wing Aerodynamics Branch and the Applied Computational Fluids
Branch of National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Ames Research Center
are participating in a combined experimental/CFD program to validate computational
methods for complex jet flows. This goal required data of sufficient detail and quality to
evaluate the capability of CFD to predict important flow parameters. A database was also
needed for improving the modelling capability of OVERFLOW or other CFD algorithms.
The available data was generally not adequate to provide meaningful comparisons
between theory and experiment. Additional grant support was therefore provided towards
the goal of obtaining a sufficient data base. A first phase of this project was completed in
1989 by Karlin Roth with an experimental investigation of surface pressure patterns
resultingfrom lift jetsexhaustingbeneathadeltawingaircraftmodel.
by Rothof themodelflowfield iscurrentlyunderway.
2
A CFDinvestigation
Grant support was approved in 1991 to conduct the present study as a
continuationof this work. The grant wasdirectedtowardsobtaining a databasefor a
geometricallysimpleJICFmodel. At thesametime, supportfor a CFDstudyof thesame
configuration was approved. This CFD study was conductedfrom 1991to 1993by
StephenChiu,RichardMargason,andJin Tso.
Laser Doppler Velocimetry. The second goal was to complete, calibrate and
evaluate the performance of a three dimensional orthogonal fixed-focus laser Doppler
velocimetry (LDV) system. The LDV system had been previously designed and fabricated
at NASA Ames Research Center to be installed as dedicated instrumentation for the NASA
Ames Research Center 7x10 Foot Wind Tunnel No. 1. A versatile 3-D LDV system is
highly desirable for obtaining experimentally a detailed overall description of the complex
pattern of separated shear structures and vortices involved in jet flows.
Previously, a three dimensional non-orthogonal zoom focus portable LDV system
was developed for the 7x10 Foot tunnel using backscatter signals for each component.
This system was developed and used successfully at NASA/Ames by Phillip Snyder,
Kenneth Orloff and Kiyoshi Aoyagi. However, it was recognized that there were certain
inherent limitations of the system due to its backscatter receiving optics and the small out-
of-plane angle used to resolve the third component of velocity.
To address these limitations, an orthogonal fixed-focus 3-D LDV system was
designed using separate large aperture forward-scatter receiving optics and a permanently
mounted traverse system. The system was to use the laser, motor controllers and signal
processing hardware of the previous system. The new optical and traverse subsystems
were designed and fabricated at NASA Ames Research Center by Steve Dunagan and Clif
Horne. Although the optics had been previously tested in the laboratory, the LDV system
3hadnotbeenassembledor usedprior to this test. In addition,thecontrol softwarecoding
andinterfaceneededto becompletedfor thesystemto befully functional.
Althoughnot thesubjectof this thesis,anadditionalinvestigationwaspreparedand
conductedin conjunctionwith thecurrentinvestigationby StephaneCouillaud,aSanJose
StateUniversity graduatestudent,usingmuchof the sameexperimentalhardware. This
studyusedthe JICF modelas a jet sourceand symmetryplanefor an investigationof
spanwiseblowing alongtheleadingedgeof a highly taperedtrapezoidalwing, andused
LDV measurements,flow visualization,and panelmethodcomputation. The wing was
mountedperpendicularlyto theflat platewith thejet exhaustingtangentiallyto theupper
surfaceof the wing. Mr. Couillaud and the authorcollaboratedon thoseaspectsof the
preparationfor each investigationwhich involved common equipmentand resources,
including thecompletionof the LDV dataacquisitionprogram,modelpreparation,and
LDV systempreparationandcalibration.
1.2 The Present Study.
Chapter 1 includes a review of prior research on the aerodynamics of the JICF.
Chapter 2 contains a description of the experimental model, the wind tunnel, high pressure
air system, and related instrumentation. Chapter 3 contains a description of the specific
hardware and instrumentation used to study the surface pressure distribution, the
experimental methods, and a discussion of the experimental results. Chapter 4 describes
the equipment used to obtain schlieren photographs of the JICF and a discussion of these
photographs. Chapter 5 contains a description of the specific hardware and insmmaentation
used to obtain LDV measurements of the flowfield, the experimental methods, and a
discussion of the experimental results.
1.3 Prior Jet-In-Cross-Flow Researfh
General Features. The characteristics of a jet-in-a-crossflow have been the subject
of a substantial body of study over a period of many years, due to the importance of these
4phenomenato a numberof practical applications, including vertical/short takeoff and
landing aircraft (V/STOL) in transitional flight, reactioncontrol, fluid dispersion,and
combustion. A comprehensivesurvey of JICF researchhas beendone recently by
Margason[1]coveringexperimentalandcomputationalwork overthe lastfifty years.
Figure 1.1showsthegeneralflowfield featurescreatedby acircularjet exhausting
perpendicularly into a crossflow. The dominant feature is the deflection of the jet
downstreamintoacurvedpathbythepressureandsheafingforcesexertedon thejet by the
meanflow. The deflection of thejet is accompaniedby the distortion of the jet cross-
sectionandthecreationof lateralcounter-rotatingvorticesdueto theshearingactionof the
meanflow on thejet boundary. Theshearlayerssoformedprogressivelyroll up into a
pair of vorticeswhichpropagatebelowandto the sidesof thecenterlineof the curvejet
path. Figure 1.2 depicts an analytical solution of the evolution of the vortex pair by
Margason[2]. Thepotentialcoreof thejet decaysrapidly,andthevortexpair becomesthe
primaryjet plumefeaturewithinafewjet diameters.
A secondaryfeature is a horseshoevortex at the plate surfacecreatedby the
deflectionandrolling up of the plate boundarylayer by thejet. Behind the horseshoe
vortex is a complexandunsteadywakeregion. The flow in this wakeregion reflectsthe
combinedeffectsof flow entrainmentby thejet andthe sheddingof vorticesasthecross
flow separatesfrom thejet nearthejet trailingedge[3,4] (seeFigures5.12and5.13)
Correlation Parameter. The effective velocity ratio has been established as the most
suitable parameter for correlating the effect of variation in size, density, and velocity in the
jet-in-a-crossflow. This is defined as:
R = (Vj / Voo) * _(Pjt/Poo) (Equation 1.1)
and can be seen to be the square root of the ratio of the jet and freestream dynamic
pressures. Work by Williams and Wood [5] has shown that this parameter effectively
accounts for the effect of variations in density and temperature between jet and freestream,
5andis a moresuitableparameterthana simpleratioof velocity. Thereciprocalof R is also
widely used( I/R = Ve). Veis aconvenientparameterfor describingVSTOL transition
flight, sinceit is zeroathover,whereasR becomesinfinite at hover.
Jet Trajectory, A number of empirical and analytical studies have related the jet
trajectory as a function of effective velocity ratio, jet exit angle, vertical and horizontal
distance [1]. The jet trajectory is here defined as the locus of points of maximum velocity
on the plane of symmetry in the jet plume. These empirical and analytical expressions have
been summarized and evaluated by Margason [6] and Smy and Ransom [7]. For a
perpendicular exit, the following relationship by Wooler has been shown to realistically
predict jet trajectory:
x/D = 2.63 (Ve) 2 (z/D) 2 (Equation 1.2)
Similar expressions have been used to characterize jet trajectory for non-perpendicular jet
exits [6, 7].
Induced Pressures. The pressure distribution induced by a JICF has been studied
by a number of investigators [8, 9,10]. A comparison of experimental results [1] shows
that transducer uncertainties are significant in areas with shallow pressure gradients.
Figure 1.3 shows that the discrepancy between experimental results is greatest in the wake
region behind the jet exit. The results by Fearn and Weston [9] show a larger negative
pressure region, possibly due to higher Reynolds numbers.
Velocity Profiles and LDV, Velocity profiles of the developed jet plume were
measured by Fearn and Weston [ 11, 12]. Figure 1.4 shows a vector/contour plot from
reference 11. The plot is of a cross-sectional plane at an angle approximately normal to the
jet trajectory. The centerline can be seen to be about 3 jet diameters above the vortex core
in this section. In addition LDV studies have demonstrated the ability of this instrument to
obtain flowfield data [3, 13]
6CFD Studies. CFD studies using finite difference representations of the Navier-
Stokes equations have been used effectively to characterize a large portion of the JICF
velocity and pressure field[I]. However, such solutions show significant discepancies
when compared to experimental data in the region on the near-surface wake. A recent
study by Chiu, et al.[15], used separate grids to represent the jet plume and the
surrounding flowfield, with the solutions being interpolated by the Chimera technique [31 ].
The paper compares the effects of a variety of different grids, turbulence models, and
boundary conditions.
7CHAPTER2
Jet-In-Cross-FlowExperimentalHardware
2.1 Wind Tunnel Description
The present experimental investigation was conducted in the NASA/Ames Research
Center subsonic 7x10 foot Wind Tunnel No. 1. Figure 2.1 depicts the general layout of
the tunnel. The tunnel is a closed-return type and is of rectangular cross-section, except for
the power section. The tunnel has a relatively high freestream turbulence intensity, and is
used for general aerodynamic research at velocities up to about 200 knots.
The test section, control room, and assembly bay are contained in a sealed three-
story pressure structure that is maintained at test section static pressure during tunnel
operation. The pressure structure is sized to allow access to the test section from above,
below, and each side. There is no provision for suction or blowing of the test section
walls. The test section roof and side walls contain windows of approximately 6 x 4 foot
dimensions. In the floor of the test section is an eight foot diameter rotatable turntable
attached to integral balance scales located beneath the test section. The turntable remained
fixed for this test and the balance was not used.
The power section is located near the end of the diffuser length and is faired to a
circular cross-section. The power section contains a single controllable pitch electrically
powered fan. The tunnel is cooled and vented aft of the power section by a system of
controllable air exchange louvers. The tunnel settling chamber prior to the contraction
section is not equipped with either turbulence screens or honeycomb.
82,2 Wind Tonn¢l In_-_mentation
The wind tunnel is equipped with a permanently installed data acquisition system.
The system includes a VAX computer, data interface and calibration units, data acquisition
software, and instrumentation required to determine tunnel air state and flow conditions.
This system is referred to as the Standard Wind Tunnel System (SWTS). In addition, the
controls and monitoring instrumentation for tunnel velocity, air exchange, turntable, model
balance system, and high pressure air supply are located in the tunnel control room.
The test section freestream conditions were determined by the permanently installed
instrumentation linked to the SWTS. The reference for test section static pressure was the
permanently installed static port ring located aft of the wind tunnel nozzle contraction at the
beginning of the test section. The static ring ports consists of a linked array of 6 ports,
with 3 ports on each tunnel wall. A total temperature thermocouple is located in the test
section. Prevailing atmospheric pressure, temperature and humidity are measured by a
barograph, thermocouple, and relative humidity gage. The SWTS software computes the
test section freestream density and dynamic pressure. This values are corrected using
calibration polynomials developed for this wind tunnel system.
2,3 Model Description
The model geometry, depicted in Figure 2.2, consisted of a rectangular
groundplane with a jet blowing perpendicularly from the upper surface at the one-third
chord position. The ground plane was supported 2.58 ft above the tunnel floor on 4
tubular steel legs of streamline cross section.
The groundplane consisted of a 0.083 ft. thick sandwich plate of aluminum face
sheets bonded to a plywood core. A 0.167 ft. wide leading edge strip was constructed of
fiberglass covered wood and was faired smoothly into the plate. The trailing edge strip
was of the same construction as the leading edge and was 0.5 ft. wide. The left and right
groundplanetips wereformedof semi-circularsectionwood.
was4.5ft. andthetotal spanwas4ft.
9
Thetotalgroundplanechord
Thejet exit at the groundplanesurfacewassharpcornered,perpendicularto the
surface,andwas0.167ft. in diameter. Thejet exit wasat thecenterof the groundplane
span,andwas locatedat theone-thirdchordlocation, 1.5ft. aft of the leadingedgeof the
groundplane.
For the LDV measurementsonly a rectangularglassmirror plate with a circular
cutoutfor thejet exit wasmountedon thegroundplane. Theplatewas2 feetlong by 1.5
feet wide, and was 1/8 inch thick. The purpose of the plate was to allow LDV
measurementsto be takennearthesurfaceof the modelwithout capturing intenseglare
from diffuse reflection of the laser beamsfrom the matte surfaceof the aluminum
groundplane.Themirror surfaceallowedthepathof thereflectedvertical beampair to be
controlledto minimizestraylight entering the receiving telescope.
The nozzle and plenum supplying high velocity air flow to the jet were mounted
undemeath the groundplane and extend beneath the tunnel floor through removable access
plates in the turntable. That portion of the nozzle and plenum above the tunnel floor were
contained in an aluminum fairing which was 1.1 ft. thick, and which extended from 0.5 ft.
aft of the leading edge to the trailing edge of the groundplane. The groundplane as a unit
was aligned with the test section centerline and was parallel to the tunnel floor.
2.4 Jet and Air Supply Description
The jet exit was contained in a plate that was machined from carbon steel and
contained an integral 0.167 ft. long straight cylindrical nozzle extension. The exit plate had
a diameter of 0.71 ft. and was mounted flush with the groundplane surface. The nozzle
extension was clamped to the discharge end of the nozzle, and was of the same diameter as
the nozzle end. The aluminum nozzle was 0.75 ft. long and had a 14.5:1 convergent
contraction which faired smoothly into the nozzle extension.
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The cylindrical carbonsteelplenumchamberwas 1.83ft. long and of 0.635 ft.
insidediameter. Figure 2.3 showsthe plenumstructureto scale. The plenumchamber
wasof thesamediameterasthenozzleentrance.
Theflow in theplenumwasconditionedby agradedseriesof perforatedplatesand
turbulencescreensto produceauniformexit pressureprofile. Theperforatedinlet pipeand
two perforatedplatesweresizedto createa substantialpressuredropbetweeneachstage.
Theturbulencescreenswereof 20meshand50mesh.Thefinal screenwas4 inchesfrom
thenozzleentrance.Theplenumchamberwasdesignedandcertifiedto AmericanSociety
of MechanicalEngineers/AmericanNationalStandardcodeasa pressurevessel,andwas
hydrotestedto 250psi.
The wind tunnel high pressureair supply is from a large 3000 psi storagetank
locatedoutsidethetunnelwhich is in turn trickle chargedfrom themain AmesResearch
Centerhigh pressureair facility. The air canbeheatedusinga electrical heatersystem
locatedin anadjacentbuildingprior to entry into thetunnelpressurestructure.After entry
into thetunnelstructure,aprimarypressurereducingvalveregulatespressureasneededfor
test specific hardware. The supply then is passedby meansof flexible hosesto a
distributionmanifoldlocatedon theturntablestructureunderthetestsection.For this test,
theprimaryreducingvalvelimitedthesupplypressureto 500psi.
The air supplycontrol hardwarefor thepresentinvestigationwas locatedon the
ground floor of the tunnelpressurestructurebeneaththe test section. This hardware
includeda secondaryreducingvalve to permitmoreprecisecontrol of jet massflow rate.
Thesecondarysupplypressurewaslimited to amaximumof 125psi. Eachsectionof the
air supplywasprotectedby anappropriatelyratedburstdisk to preventoverpressure.Both
pressurereducersandtheheaterwerecontrollablefrom thewind tunnelcontrolroom.
Downstreamfrom the secondarypressurereducerwasanorifice plateflow meter
which wasusedasaqualitativecheckonjet dynamicpressurecalculations.A pair of "T"
junctionsandabypassvalvedownstreamof theflow meterpermitteda smallportionof the
11
supplyair to bepassedthrougha "seeder"vesselprior to enteringthe plenumchamber
duringLDV operation.A low resistanceballvalvelocatedin themainsupplypipebetween
the "T" junctions allowed the pressuredrop acrossthe seedervesselto be controlled.
Wherepossible,thesupplypiping wassizedin relationto anticipatedmaximummassflow
andestimatedlocalair densityto limit pipeflow Machnumberto about0.4.
2.5 Jet Instrumenl;_fion
The jet exit conditions were determined by means of a thermocouple and a static
pressure port located in the plenum chamber immediately upstream of the jet nozzle
contraction. Due to the nozzle contraction ratio of 14.5:1 and the density change across the
nozzle, the plenum chamber velocity was estimated to be only approximately 47 fps at a
value of Mj of 0.91, the highest jet exit Mach number used in the investigation. At this low
plenum velocity, the plenum temperature and static pressure measurements accurately
represented the total pressure and stagnation temperature. The isentopic expansion
relationships [ 15] were incorporated into the data acquisition software to compute jet exit
velocity, density, dynamic pressure and Mach number. The calculated values were
displayed in the control room on a real time basis.
In a previous investigation by Fearn and Weston [12] using a geometrically similar
JICF model the jet exit velocity profile was determined by dynamic pressure
measurements. It was shown that the actual jet exit velocity is quite accurately predicted by
the assumption of ideal isentropic expansion across the nozzle. The velocity profile was
shown to be quite flat, except for a thin nozzle boundary layer.
The model was not equipped with a static pressure port at the jet exit plane. The
nozzle pressure ratio used to calculate jet exit conditions was the ratio of plenum chamber
total pressure to the freestream static pressure measured at the entrance to the test section.
Although the jet exit plane static pressure is not identical to the test section freestream static
pressure, it is believed that this uncertainty is acceptable. The values of the jet exit
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conditionsbasedon isentropicassumptionswereconfirmedqualitativelyby themassflow
measurementsfrom the high pressureair system. The JICF model usedin the present
investigationwasusedin previousinvestigations[3, 13, 18]. In theseinvestigationsthe
testsectionfreestreamstaticpressurewasusedto determinetheeffectivevelocityratiofrom
isentropicexpansionrelationships.
Theair supplyhardwareincludedstaticpressuretransducerupstreamandanother
pressuretransducerandathermocoupledownstreamof theorifice plate. Anotherpressure
transducerwas mountedon the flow meter caseand referencedboth upstreamand
downstreamto obtainamoresensitivemeasureof thepressuredifferenceacrosstheorifice
plate. Thecontrolsfor thesteppermotoractuatingthe secondarypressureregulatorwere
alsolocatedin thecontrolroom.
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CHAPTER3
SurfacePressureInvestigation
3,1 Desqriptiqn of Groundplane Instrumentation
The general groundplane geometry is described in Section 2.2. The surface
pressure measurements were made using a radial array of 400 pressure ports, each with a
diameter of 0.5mm. The array was divided along the line of symmetry of the groundplane.
The left side was a dense array containing 330 ports along 15 radial lines, and the right side
was a sparce array containing 70 ports along 6 radial lines. The radial port spacing was
also varied with the closest spacing near the jet exit where larger gradients were expected.
The port spacing is shown in tabular form in Table 3.1.
The pressure ports were connected by vinyl tubes to a total of 14 transducer
modules calibrated to 10 and 20 inches of water. The modules were referenced to the test
section static pressure ring. Pressure data from Reference 9 was used to assure that ports
were assigned to modules with a reasonable range of calibration and sensitivity. The 20
inch H20 modules were placed near the jet exit where higher pressure differentials were
expected Individual transducers calibrated to 2.5 psi were assigned to 6 ports at a radial
position of 0.58 jet diameters, in the 75 ° to 105 ° and -60 ° to -120 ° angular positions, where
the peak suction pressure was expected to exceed 20 inches of water (0.72 psi). Table 3.1
shows the transducer assignments for each port.
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3.2 Measurement Methodology:
General. The measurements of groundplane surface pressures was made over a
range of jet Mach numbers and effective velocity ratios. The range of jet Mach numbers
was selected was selected to determine the effect of Mach number on surface pressure and
to allow comparison with previous experimental results. The range of effective velocity
ratios was selected to represent the changing velocity of a VSTOL aircraft in transition
between hover and wing borne flight, and to allow comparison with previous experiments.
Transition in jet-borne VSTOL aircraft such as the Harrier occurs at values of R of about
3.5 and below. This is the range selected for the present investigation. VSTOL aircraft
utilizing low pressure ration lift fans may begin transition at values of R of about 2.
The effective velocity ratio is defined as the square root of the ratio of the jet
dynamic pressure to the dynamic pressure of the undisturbed freestream. This definition
scales the effects of density variations between the freestream and the jet efflux. Although
the high pressure air supply included a heater of sufficient capacity to maintain jet exit
temperature at near freestream levels, the large thermal inertia of the supply/heater system
and the varying degree of isentropic expansion over the Mach range made precise control of
jet exit temperature unfeasible. In general, the jet exit temperature was substantially below
freestream temperature.
T¢_t Conditions. The matrix of test conditions included Mach numbers of 0.50,
0.74 and 0.91 and effective velocity ratios of 4, 6, 8, and 12. The combination of Mach
number 0.94 with a effective velocity ratio of 4 would have resulted in an expected peak
pressures exceeding the calibration range of many on the the groundplane pressure
transducers, and was not tested. The remaining 11 matrix combinations were tested.
The freestream dynamic pressures ranged from 2.71 psf to 54.26 psf,
corresponding to a velocity range from 47.7 fps to 217.1 fps. To assure a consistently
turbulent groundplane boundary layer, an abrasive grit trip strip was used near the leading
edge.
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In practice,thetunnelvelocity control was far more precise and repeatable than the
control of the jet velocity by means of the supply air pressure regulator. For this reason the
test sequence was planned to test at a fixed jet Mach number through the full range of
tunnel velocities before adjusting to a new Mach number.
During the course of a test run, the high pressure air supply storage tank pressure
gradually decreased. Due to the limiting precision of the pressure regulator, small
variations (1 to 2%) in the measured jet Mach number and the resulting effective velocity
ratio occurred between measurements at a given target jet Mach number.
In addition to the test measurement matrix described above, measurements without
jet flow were made. Due to blockage effects of the model supports and nozzle fairing, a
small induced upwash was expected to create a chordwise pressure gradient over the
groundplane in the "jet-off" condition. These measurements were used to distinguish the
effect of jet interaction from the effect of model blockage and alignment.
The term "induced pressure" will be used to refer to the net change in pressure
between the jet-on and jet-off condition. Even though the comparison was to be made
using normalized pressure coefficients, the jet-off measurements included the full range of
freestream dynamic pressures used in the jet-on measurements. This allowed the
comparison for each data point to be made with a jet-off measurement taken at like
freestream dynamic pressure in order to minimize scale effects on pressure transducer
sensitivity and groundplane boundary layer thickness.
Data Acquisition. Data was acquired using the permanently installed data
acquisition system (SWTS) in conjunction with the PSI 8400 integrated calibration and data
acquisition system, which was used to take data from the groundplane pressure transducer
modules. The Appendix contains the specifications of this system and its performance.
The system returned the pressure difference in pounds per square inch, time averaged over
a period of 20 seconds. This data was recorded by the SWTS.
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Due to systemlimitations, thedata for tunnelandjet conditionsaswell asthe6
individual groundplanetransducerscould not be acquired at the same time as the
groundplanepressuredata. Thereforethis datawasacquiredimmediatelyfollowing the
groundplanepressuredata,andwasalsotime averagedover20seconds.
The referencepressurefor the groundplanepressuretransducermodules and
individualtransducerswasthepermanentlyinstalledtestsectionstaticport ring describedin
Chapter2. Thusthemeasuredpressurerepresentedthedifferencebetweenfreestreamand
local static pressures. The test sectionfreestreamconditions were determinedby the
permanentlyinstalledinstrumentationlinked to the SWTS. Thejet exit conditionswere
determinedby meansof a thermocoupleand static pressureport locatedin theplenum
chamber,asdescribedin Chapter2.
3.3 Data Reduction
The data for each run sequence was initially stored by the data acquisition software
in ASCII text data files on disk drives of the SWTS. For the PSI data, this included only
the reduced values of pressure for each port, since the PSI 8400 system does not retain raw
transducer voltage data. For all other data acquired by the SWTS the files included both
reduced values and raw voltage measurements, calibration coefficients and tare voltages.
The data files were later transferred to a MICROVAX computer system dedicated for
research use in the Full Scale Aerodynamics Division of Ames Research Center. The data
files were then available by network for further reduction and display using the VAX
system, Iris work stations, and Macintosh personal computers.
The data was subsequently further reduced using FORTRAN programs to compute
net induced pressure coefficients and to prepare input files for graphic display using Plot3D
and Kaleidagraph programs.
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3.4 R¢_olt_ _lnd Discussion
Pressure Data. Figures 3.1 to 3.4 are contour plots of the jet induced pressure
coefficient for values of R from 4 to 12 over a half-plane. The freestream dynamic
pressure is the normalizing parameter. In each of these plots, the freestream is indicated by
arrows, the leading edge of the jet is located at the zero degree azimuth. These plots are of
the data for the highest available Mach number (generally 0.91) for each value of the
effective velocity ratio, as the effect of Mach number will be discussed separately. The data
used are listed in tabular form in Tables 3.2 to 3.12. The locations of the pressure ports are
indicated as dots, and the jet exit lip is outlined as a solid line.
Figures 3.5 to 3.8 are plots of the jet induced pressure coefficient plotted along
radial rays for angles from 0 to 180 degrees, and for values of R from 4 to 12, at the same
Mach numbers as used in the contour plots. The radial location of the jet lip is shown as a
vertical dashed line in each plot.
General Pattern. The contour plots show the general pattern of a relatively small
quasi-stagnation region at the leading edge of the jet, in which positive pressures prevail.
The radial plots show that the Cp value does not approach unity. Due to jet entrainment,
the maximum values are about 0.5.
At the side of the jet there is a region of intense suction due to the high speed flow
in this region and the entrainment of the flow by the jet. The radial plots show that the
values of Cp may be less than -4 near the jet exit. The negative values of Cp smoothly
approach zero at increasing distance from the jet.
At the trailing edge of the jet the suction becomes less intense, but remains
substantial. The radial plots show a reflex in the pressure gradient at distances of less than
one jet diameter, for angles greater than 150 degrees.
EffCq_ 9f Effcqtive Velocity Ratio. The most dramatic parameter influencing the
induced pressure distribution is the effective velocity ratio. Figure 3.9 shows comparison
contoursof Cp values of O, -0.25 and -1.0,
are presented in two plots for clarity.
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for values of R from 4 to 12. The contours
The contours of Cp = 0 shows that the region of positive pressure coefficient
dramatically contracts as effective velocity ratio increases. The largest change is between
values of R of 4 and 6. As the value of R exceeds 4, the region of positive pressure
becomes bounded by a closed curve near the leading edge, with negative pressures
propagating ahead of the jet at distances of greater than about 1.5 D. This effect appears to
be due to the increased magnitude of entrainment of flow by the jet.
The contours of Cp = -0.25 shows the shape of the far-field suction region. Due to
the relatively large area, this accounts for much of the thrust loss of the jet. As R increases,
the area within the contour increased, and moves forward. The greatest change is again
between values of R of 4 to 6, with the extended "tail" of the suction region at the trailing
edge disappearing as R exceeds 4.
The contours of Cp = -1.0 shows the shape of the near-field suction region. The
trend is similar to that of the contour of Cp = -0.25. However, it is noteworthy that the
area under the contour reaches a maximum at R = 6. The radial plots of Figures 3.5 to 3.8
show that the most intense suction also occurs at this value of effective velocity ratio.
Effect of Jet Mach Number, The effect of jet Mach number can be seen to be a
secondary influence on pressure distribution. It should be noted that, since the geometry is
fixed, increase in Mach number is accompanied by an increase in Reynolds number.
Figures 3.10 to 3.13 compare the effect of jet Mach number for values of R from 4 to 12,
and for value of Mj of 0.50, 0.74, and 0.91 (no data was taken at R = 4 and Mj = 0.91
due to transducer scale limits).
Figure 3.10 shows that the effect is uniformly small at R = 4. As R increases, the
effect of Mach number appears to increase, but is limited chiefly to specific areas of the
pressure signature. The greatest effect appears to be in the wake region, at angles
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exceeding135degrees. Thereis also a regionat the front of the far-field suction lobe
which showsMach numbereffect. The overall effect is to move the suction region
rearwardasMachnumberincreases.
Thecomparisonof groundplanesurfacepressuredistributionsat differing jet exit
Machnumbersnecessarilyis affectedby thevarioussourcesof measurementuncertainty.
Thusthevariationin Cpcontourlocationwith respecto Mj is inpartdueto theuncertainty
in themeasurementof effectivevelocityratio,asdiscussedin Section2.5,andtheeffectof
transducerscaleandsensitivity,asdiscussedat theconclusionof this section. However,
theseinfluencesdo notaffectcomparisonsmadeof therelativemagnitudeof variationon
differentregionsonthepressurefootprint.
Gomparison with Other Work. Figures 3.14 to 3.16 are contour plots comparing
the experimental data with data obtained from Reference 9, for values of R of 4, 6, and 8.
The reference data are from a geometrically similar model with D = 4 inches, at a Mach
number of 0.93. In general, the experimental data is in good agreement with the reference
data. Some of the deviations of the reference data may be due to round-off limits in the
tabular data used to produce the plots. There are no apparent differences in the contours of
a magnitude greater than the uncertainty of the data.
Figure 3.17 shows a comparison with CFD solutions obtained from related work
done a NASA/Ames by Chiu, et al. [14] with the experimental measurements in the present
investigation. The plots compare the radial Cp distribution for the 0% 90 °, and 180 °
azimuths. The experimental measurements are at R = 6 and Mj = 0.74. The CFD solutions
plotted were done with version 1.6q of the OVERFLOW code at values of R = 6 and Mj =
0.78. The computational upper boundary was at z/D = 20 and the lateral boundary was at
y/D = 10. The boundary conditions were of the extrapolated outflow type.
The study in Reference 14 found that the CFD solutions of groundplane surface
pressure were sensitive to the grid geometry in the shear region, the type of boundary
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conditions, the turbulencemodel used,and the version of the code used. No single
combinationof theseparameterswasfoundto besuperiorto all othersin comparisonwith
experimentin all regionsof thesurfacepressuresignature.
Thefirst CFD solutionplottedcorrespondsto thegrid 3 solutionshownin Figure
14of Reference14,andwascomputedusingthe Baldwin-Lomax turbulencemodel for
11,150iterations. Grid 3 usedan intermediategrid density in the jet lip region. The
secondCFD solutioncorrespondsto the Baldwin-Barthsolutionshownin Figure 15of
Reference14,andwascomputedusingthefinergrid 2for 11,000iterations.
At the0° azimuth,Figure3.17showsbothCFD solutionsto begenerallycloseto
theexperimentalvalues,althoughthe Baldwin-Barthsolution is not quite asymptoticto
zeroasradiusbecomeslarge. The value of Cpasthejet exit lip is approachedis also
higherfor theCFDsolutionsthantheexperimentalvalue,andexceedsthephysicallimit of
unity at the jet lip is reached.
At the 90 ° azimuth, Figure 3.17 again shows both CFD solutions to be generally
quite close to the experimental values, and the comparison remains close as the jet lip is
approached. Although the Baldwin-Barth solution is slightly closer to the measured values
near the jet, the Baldwin-Lomax solution is closer as the radius becomes large.
At the 180 ° azimuth, Figure 3.17 shows that both CFD solutions to diverge
substantially from the experimental values. It is not surprizing that the correlation of the
CFD solutions with experiment is more limited in this region of separated wake flow than
in the other quadrants. The Baldwin-Lomax solution bears little resemblance to the
experimental values and remains very near a zero Cp value.except at the jet lip. The
Baldwin-Barth solution curve has generally the same shape as the curve of experimental
values, but shows a consistent positive pressure offset in comparison to experiment.
Comparison with Solid Cylinder Models. Figure 3.18 plots the angular distribution
of pressure of the innermost circular row of pressure ports (r/D = 0.58) for values of R
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from 4 to 12 againstthe inviscid theoretical results for the surfacepressureof a two
dimensional solid cylinder, from Reference 17. The static pressure at the innermost row of
pressure ports is intended to represent, by analogy, the surface pressure of the roughly
cylindrical jet flow slructure near the jet exit.
The purpose of this comparison is to gain a qualitative understanding of the relative
effect of jet entrainment and flow deflection in producing the observed pressure signature.
It should be noted, of course, that the analogy of the three dimensional jet to a two
dimensional solid cylinder is only an approximation of the flow physics, since the JICF
interaction of free shear layers and the groundplane boundary layer is a flowfield which is
qualitatively different from boundary layer flow about a 2-D solid cylindrical body.
Figure 3.18 shows that the general shape of the inviscid model is best approximated
at the highest value of R = 12, although the Cp values are consistently more negative.
Figure 3.19 compares the experimental jet induced pressures for values of R of 4
and 12 with experimental solid cylinder data from Reference 17. The cylinder data are
shown at both a subcritical Reynolds number (ReD = 1.9 x 105) and a supercritical
Reynolds number (ReD = 6.7 x 105). It can be seen that the shape of the plot of the data
for R = 12 roughly approximates the shape of the supercritical experimental solid cylinder
data.
Figures 3.20 and 3.21 are plots showing the magnitude of the pressure difference
between the experimental jet data and supercritical reference data depicted in Figure 3.19.
For this purpose, the term "local difference" means the difference in Cp value, at a
particular angular measurement location, between the JICF and the cylinder data (displayed
as an interpolated curve). The term "mean difference" refers to a least squares curve fit to
the local difference values at the various measurement locations. Since the data is reflected
about the symmetry plane for display purposes, the mean difference curve is horizontal.
It can be seen from Figure 3.20 that for R = 12 the departure of the local difference
curve from the mean difference is generally quite small. This shows that at this relatively
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highvalueof R, thedifferencein CpmagnitudebetweentheJICFandthesolidcylinder is
remarkablyconstantwith respectto angularposition. However,Figure 3.21showsmuch
lessconstancyatR = 6.
It appearsthatat thehighervalueof R thesurfacepressuredistributionnearthejet
lip canbequalitativelyviewedasa superpositionof theeffectof velocity changesdueto
flow blockageby thejet shapeandaccelerationby flow entrainmentin theshearlayeratthe
jet boundary.This comparisonbecomesprogressivelyweakerasR decreases.
Symmetry Plane Comparison. In order to assure that the flow about the model was
symmetrical, the sparse field data from the left side was compared with the denser data
from the comparable angular position on the right side. Figures 3.22 to 3.25 show this
comparison for values of R from 4 to 12, for angles of+10 °, +60 °, +120 °, and +170 °. The
comparison is quite close throughout this range of velocity ratios and angles, and there are
no regions of significant discrepancy. It is therefore concluded that the flowfield about the
model, at least as it affects surface pressure, is symmetrical on a time-averaged basis.
Experimental Uncertainty ond Interference Effects, The specified accuracy of the
PSI 8400 transducer system is 0.1% of the full transducer scale. The system specification
and description is contained in Appendix B. The predicted magnitude of uncertainty of the
normalized pressure coefficient measurement depends on the transducer module used, as
well as the magnitude of the freestream dynamic pressure used to normalize the pressures.
Table 3.13 shows the calculated uncertainty in Cp for each combination of R and Mj
(and thus each value of qoo used). For a given level of coefficient, the actual pressure
measured was lowest at minimum jet Mach number and maximum effective velocity ratio.
The greatest uncertainty thus is at R = 12 and Mj = 0.50. For this reason, the most
accurate data for each value of R is from the highest jet Mach number used.
Examination of radial raw data plots showed that there was a small but abrupt
discontinuity at r/D = 2.0, at the junction between the 20 inch H20 modules and the 10
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inchH20 modules.This discontinuityis consistentwith thediffering transducerscalesand
specifications.The effectof uncertaintyis mostvisible in the low gradientareasof the
pressuresignatureatadistancefrom thejet. Figure3.26showanexampleplot of contours
with anuncertaintybandwidth of _+0.003Cp,a typical valueatthehigherMachnumber
measurements.
An additionalsourceof uncertaintyisdueto flow blockageandinterferenceby the
modelsupportsandplenumchamberfairing. The fairing had a cross-sectional area of 2.7
ft 2, constituting 3.9% of the test section area. The pressure measurements made with jet
off on the 0 ° and 180 ° azimuths show a slight longitudinal gradient of pressure, indicating a
small negative pressure peak at the groundplane leading edge. The blockage effect of the
plenum chamber fairing under the groundplane was expected to cause a slight upwash at
the leading edge of the groundplane. This effect was expected to be greatest near the plane
of symmetry, and to decrease as the distance above the groundplane increased. At the port
nearest the leading edge, at the 11% groundplane chord the Cp value was -0.275. The
suction Cp decreased to -0.13 at one jet diameter from the jet centerline, equivalent to the
30% chord position. The Cp measured aft of the jet was essentially constant at -0.125 out
to the aftmost port location at the 55% chord location. These negative values of the
pressure coefficient indicate that the velocity near the groundplane surface in the jet exit
region was increased by blockage effects to slightly above Voo.
Since the tare Cp values are deducted from the jet-on Cp measurements to determine
the induced pressure coefficient, the interference effects are not believed to effect the
accuracy the surface pressure data. In addition, since the interference effects appear to
decrease rapidly aft of the groundplane leading edge, it is not believed that there is any
significant effect on the jet plume shape or velocity distribution.
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CHAPTER4
SchlierenPhotography
4.1 General Pdncipl¢_
Schlieren techniques exploit the deflection of light ray paths through a medium to
obtain a visual display of density variations in the medium. The term schlieren stems from
the German word schliere, which refers to a localized inhomogeneity or striation in a
transparent material. Schlieren photography belongs to a class of techniques for visualizing
density or refractive index variation in transparent mediums, such as are found in fluid flow
and shock wave propagation. Related methods include interferometry and shadowgraph
imagery [ 19].
Schlieren techniques are sensitive to first derivatives of density (actually refractive
index) perpendicular to the axis of illumination, and use focal plane blocking effects to
discriminate between deflected and undeflected light. Deflection of light in a continuous
medium is a function of refractive index gradient. Schlieren techniques are generally used
for qualitative imagery, although quantitative measurement is possible [19, 20].
By comparison, interferometry is directly sensitive to variations in density since it
exploits the phase shifts induced by light velocity variation in the test region to produce an
alteration in a pattern of interference fringes [19, 21]. Interferometry requires precise
optics to control both measuring and reference beam alignment and path lengths. It is
useful for both quantitative measurement and qualitative visualization.
Shadowgraph systems are sensitive to second derivatives of density perpendicular
to the axis of illumination, and exploit differing degrees of deflection produced by changes
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in the gradientof density. No focal planeblocking occursandthecollimatedbeamneed
notbebroughtto afocusafterpassingthroughthetestregion. Thusaconstantgradientof
density(producingconstantdeflection)resultsin noconcentrationor rarefactionof light
intensityattheimageplane. Shadowgraphsystemscanuserelativelysimplyopticsandare
particularlyusefulin discriminatingabruptchangesor discontinuitiesin density,suchas
shockfeatures[19].
Principle of System. Figure 4.1 shows a simplified schematic of a typical schlieren
system. A light source A is focused by lens B on a slit S1 to produce a finite source with
respect to the direction perpendicular to the slit. The slit is located at the focal point of a
lens C which produces a uniform collimated beam, the collimation angle of which is
determined by the slit width. The collimated beam is then passed through the test medium
or fluid region D (it is assumed that there are no density gradients in the beam path outside
the test region).
After passing through the test region, the beam is brought to a focus by a second
lens E. A knife edge $2 is located at the focal point of the second lens. The knife edge is
adjusted so that it covers part or most of the image of the source slit Sl. If the test region
contains no density gradient perpendicular to both the light path and slit, the beam will be
undetected, and will be sharply focused by the lens. In this case the slit image will be
partially blocked by the knife edge as it passes through the focal point. Due to the finite
collimation angle, the unblocked portion of the image will uniformly but dimly illuminate a
projection screen or photographic plate P located beyond the focal point.
In air, the refractive index is nearly proportional to density. For small angles of
deflection, the deflection induced in the path of a light ray during travel through an
incremental portion of a flow test region is proportional to the local gradient of refractive
index perpendicular to the path. If the test region does contain density gradients
perpendicular to both the light path and slit, the portions of the collimated beam passing
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throughsuchgradientswill bedeflected. Dependingon thedirection of deflection, the
deflectedrayswill eithermisstheknife edgeandcreatea brighterpoint on thescreen,or
thelight will befurtherblockedandcreateadarkerpoint on thescreen.In thismanner,an
imageof thedensitygradientsin thetestregionwill becreated.
For a systemsensitiveto densitygradientsin anydirectionperpendicularto light
path, the sourceslit S1 may be replacedby a pinhole and the knife edge$2 may be
replacedby anotherpinhole.In thiscasetheundeflectedbeamwill uniformly illuminatethe
screen,andanydeflectionwill createdarkpointson thescreen.
Sincethecollimatedbeamis incrementallydeflectedby localizeddensitygradients
asit travelsthroughincrementsof thetestregion,thetotaldeflectionis the integralof the
suchlocalizeddeflectionsoverthepath throughthetestregion. Thereforea conventional
schlierensystemdoesnotresolvestructureson theaxisof illumination. Various schemes
do exist for obtaining focused schlieren images which can resolve a relatively thin plane
within the test region, but these will not be discussed here [ see reference 22].
For schlieren systems designed for large fields of view, such as in wind tunnels,
the use of focusing mirrors rather than lenses is advantageous, as large mirrors are cheaper
and easier to produce than large lenses. In this type of system the light source and imaging
optics may be located at small angles off axis to the collimated beam path. To keep the
optical path simple, it is desirable that the distance of each mirror from the measuring
region be greater than the focal length of the mirror. The system used in this experiment is
of this type.
4.2 Descriotion of System
Figure 4.2 shows the system used in this experiment. The system was designed
specifically for the 7x10 ft wind tunnel, and is designed to have a relatively large field of
view. When in use, the system is mounted as four distinct portable units located on the
floor area on both sides of the test section. The test section wall windows are used to
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transmitthecollimatedbeam.Thebeampathis limited to aroughlyhorizontalplane,but
canbeadaptedto experimentalrequirementsbychoiceof positionandheightof themirror
standsand the imaging optics tripod. The knife edgeand slit may be orientedin any
direction.
The beamis collimated and focusedby two identical 17.5 inch astronomical
telescopemirrorsof 78.75inchfocallengthmountedonseparatestandsoneachsideof the
test section. The mirrors aremountedon gimballed standsof adjustableheight. The
mirrors arefittedwith hingedcoversto protectthembetweentestruns.
Thelight sourceis mountedon a separatetripod with anopticsmountingrail. A
Stobexmodel236adjustabletriggerstroboscopemitslight throughanrectangularaperture
window approximately 1/2 by 2 inches in size. The light is focused by a simple
magnifyinglensonaslit composedof two razorbladesin anadjustablemounting. Theslit
width wasabout0.05inch. A slideprojectorlenssetwasinsertedin theopticalpathnear
the slit to allow vernieradjustmentof focal lengthwithout movingeitherthe light source
tripod or mirror stand.
Due to spacelimitations, the light sourcecould not bedirectly alignedwith the
collimatingmirror,andanadjustableplanemirror is usedto directthedivergentlight from
the slit to themirror. The stroboscopepowersupplycanbetriggeredby aremoteswitch
whichis locatedon theoppositesideof thetestsectionneartheimagingoptics.
Theimagingopticsarealsomountedonaseparatetripod with anopticsmounting
rail. Therail containsavernier traversemountingfor arazorbladeknife edgeatthefocal
pointof themirror, andapolaroidfilm packcamera.Foradjustmentpurposes,thecamera
hasagroundglassimagescreenwhich is viewablewhenthefilm packisremoved.
4,3 Experimental Pr0ccdure
The rough adjustments were made to the various components by positioning
mirrors stands and optics tripods on the assembly area floor according to the known focal
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length of the mirrors, and by adjusting the heights of the stands to give a beam height
appropriate to the model dimensions. The field of view was targeted to put the jet exit in
the lower upstream comer of the field to allow as much of the jet plume to be displayed as
possible.
The stroboscope trigger was set to give a continuous short period sequence flashes
to provide a quasi-continuous light source for adjustment purposes. Preliminary
adjustments were made to the light source optical components to yield a divergent beam just
covering the face of the collimating mirror. The room was partially darkened, and a paper
screen was taped over the focusing mirror to allow the rather dim collimated beam to be
aimed through the test section to fall on the center of the focusing mirror. The slide
projector lens on the light source optical rail was then adjusted until the beam coverage on
both mirrors was equal within about 1 to 2 inches. Since the mirrors were located 38 feet
apart, the beam was thus parallel to within about 0.25 degrees.
The focal plane of the collimating mirror was adjusted using the slide projector lens
set until the the slit was at the focal plane (the slit was in a horizontal position). The paper
screen was removed from the focusing mirror, and the imaging optic rail and camera
location adjusted until the image of the slit was focused on the ground glass screen of the
camera with the uniform intensity view field just covering the 4 x 5 inch camera screen.
The knife edge was then adjusted longitudinally to the focal plane of the focusing mirror,
and adjusted vertically until the field was partially dimmed by blockage.
To check the location of the jet in the image, and to provide a magnification scale, a
2 x 12 inch transparent grided ruler was mounted in the jet exit, and a test photograph was
taken.
During photography of tunnel and jet flow, the stroboscope was set to manually
triggered single flash operation. ASA 1000 film was used. The room was darkened as
much as possible to minimize stray light. The knife edge position and camera focus were
checked by viewing the camera screen just before insertion of the loaded film pack to make
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certaina clearimageof thejet plumewasbeingobtained.Rapidmanualtriggeringof the
strobegaveasufficientlycontinuousimagefor this final check. After insertionof thefilm
pack,thecamerashutterwasopenedandclosedmanuallyimmediatelybeforeandafterthe
manualstrobetriggerwasdepressed.
4.4 Test Conditions
At each flow condition used for schlieren photography, a measurement of tunnel
and jet flow data was made using the SWTS data acquisition system, the same
instrumentation used to record tunnel and jet flow during laser Doppler velocimetry and
pressure measurements. This system and instrumentation are described in Section 2.
In general, at least two photographs were made at each condition. Each polaroid
photograph was examined and labeled immediately after taking the photograph. Due to the
sensitivity of the imaging optics to the high vibration level from tunnel operation and
manual operation of the camera shutter, the degree of light blockage by the knife edge was
not consistent from shot to shot. When a photograph showed reduced contrast from too
little or too much blockage, the photograph was repeated. Tunnel conditions were changed
after at least one reasonable quality exposure was obtained.
The primary series of schlieren photographs were taken over the same range of
jet/tunnel velocity ratios used for the LDV and surface pressure measurements in this
experiment. The purpose was to provide a visual record of the subsonic jet plume structure
as a function of effective velocity ratio. No attempt was made to visualize the effect of
variation of jet Mach number.
All photographs in the primary series were made at a jet Mach number of 0.94.
This was the highest Mach number used in surface pressure measurements, and was
selected to maximize density gradients in the jet plume, without causing localized shock
structures near the jet exit. The initial photograph was made with the tunnel flow stopped
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to visualizethefree jet. Thetunnelvelocity wasprogressivelyincreasedat constantjet
Machnumberthrougharangeof effectivevelocityratiosfrom 12.8to4.7.
A secondseriesof schlierenphotographswastakenwithout tunnel flow at nozzle
pressureratiosslightly lessthenandslightly greaterthanrequiredfor chokedflow. The
test conditions were chosento demonstratejet exit shock structures. The values of
pressureratio testedwere 1.75and 1.98,correspondingto calculatedMach numbersof
0.93and 1.04respectively.
4.5 Results and Discussion
Figure 4.3 shows a schlieren photograph of the jet plume at R = 4.65, with Mj =
0.95. The leading edge of the jet can be seen to develop roll-like structures similar to the
ring vortices present in the turbulent mixing of free jets. These structures decay rapidly.
The plume can be seen to become very broad within a few jet diameters as the vortex pair
propagates below the jet centerline.
Figure 4.4 shows a schlieren photograph of the jet plume at R = 6.49, with Mj =
0.94. The development of the lateral shear layers, rolling away from the jet centerline can
be seen more clearly than in Figure 4.3. In addition, distinct wave-like structures can be
seen separating from jet plume in the wake region.
Figure 4.5 shows a schlieren photograph of the jet plume at R = 12.82 with Mj =
0.93. The ring vortex-like system is quite distinct compared with previous figures. The
plume vortex pair develops more slowly as the jet core momentum is maintained for a
greater distance.
Figure 4.6 shows a schlieren photograph of the undeflected jet without crossflow
with Mj = 0.94. Although the photograph contrast is not strong, it can be seen that the jet
develops an organized pattern of ring vortices within 2 or 3 jet diameters. The jet potential
core decays rapidly. The vortices propagate upwards as large scale turbulence structures
involving the entire jet width.
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CHAPTER 5
Laser Doppler Velocimetry
5.1 General Description of LDV System
The orthogonal 3-dimensional real fringe fixed-focus laser Doppler velocimeter
(LDV) system used has been under development by the Full Scale Aerodynamics Division
of Ames Research Center since 1989 as a permanently mounted system for the 7x10 foot
wind tunnel. In an orthogonal LDV system the illuminating beam pairs are aligned at 90 °
angles to one another. The focal point location of each beam pair is changed by moving the
entire optical system on a 3-dimensional traversing mechanism, rather than by use of zoom
lens mechanisms to change the focal length of the optics. The system uses independent
optics for transmission and signal receiving, and can be adapted to use either backward
scattering or forward scattering when the optical path is clear. The system is based on a
single 4 watt argon ion laser, which is separated into as many as four beam pairs
The system uses Macrodyne time domain burst counter-processors to determine the
Doppler frequency, and uses a Macrodyne LVABI autocorrelating data buffer to acquire
and validate processor data prior to transmission to a PC/386 computer.
The LDV system may also be converted for laser sheet illumination of the test
section for flow visualization. For this purpose a cylindrical lens is substituted which
spreads the beam into a two dimensional sheet, illuminating either from above or from the
side of the test section.
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5.2 General LDV Principles
Reference Beam System_, The earliest LDV systems were of the reference beam or
heterodyne type. Figure 5.1 shows schematically a reference beam system. In a reference
beam system a coherent laser beam is sprit into two beams, one of which is an illuminating
beam focused on the measurement point, and one of which is a reference beam. Light
scattered by particles suspended in fluid moving through the measurement point undergoes
a true Doppler frequency shift [23, 24].
In a high density fluid such as water, the density of naturally occurring particulates
is often sufficient to provide an adequate signal. However, in wind tunnel measurements it
is generally necessary to provide a seeding of dispersed particles. In order to avoid inertial
particle lag in accelerating or turbulent flow [25] and to improve scattering efficiency, the
particles should generally be of a size comparable to the wavelength of the laser output.
In a reference beam system, the scattered light from the measurement point is
detected by receiving optics located out of the line of the illuminating beam. The Doppler
shift is proportional to the component of particle velocity along a line bisecting the angle
between the transmitted beam and the scattered light received. The scattered light is then
mixed with the reference beam. Interference between the shifted and unshifted beams
results in a beat frequency which is equal to the frequency difference, and which is thus
proportional to the velocity component [23].
In spite of their inherent simplicity, reference beam systems have practical
limitations. They require very precise beam alignment and path length adjustment, and are
consequently sensitive to vibration. In addition the intensity of the reference beam must be
adjusted to be of the same order as the shifted beam for reasonable signal strength. The
reference beam configuration is most practical in small laboratory systems where all optical
components can be mounted on a single rigid optical bench.
Real Fringe System_, Real fringe LDV systems overcome some of the practical
limitations of the reference beam type, and real fringe systems are generally more suited to
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wind tunnel applications. The remainderof the discussionwill apply to real fringe
systems,whereadistinctionis relevant.
Figure5.2schematicallydepictsa generalizedrealfringe system. In a real-fringe
LDV systemthelaserbeamis split andthetwo beamsarespatiallyseparated.The beam
pairis thenfocusedto intersectat asmallangleatthemeasuringpoint, Generallythesame
opticsareusedto focusbothbeamsandthebeamseparation(andthusconvergenceangle)
is limited by thefocusinglensdiameter. Figure5.3 showsa schematicof a back-scatter
systemwherethereceivingopticsarelocatedin line with the illuminatingoptics.
Constructiveanddestructivewavefront interferencebetweentheintersectingbeam
pairresultsin athreedimensional"fringe" structureof illumination in theregionin which
thebeamsoverlap. This overlapregion is referredto asthe "measurementvolume." The
fringesarealignedalongtheline bisectingtheangleof convergence,andareperpendicular
to theplaneof theconvergingbeams[26, 27]. In anorthogonal3-DLDV systemthethree
separatecomponentchannelsform an overlapregion in which threedistinct mutually
perpendicularfringe systemsarepresent.Figure5.4showsschematicallyanorthogonal3-
D measuringvolume.
A particlepassingthroughthemeasurementvolumeof arealfringesystemcreatesa
pulse of scatteredlight in which the intensity is modulatedasthe fringes arecrossed.
Although the frequencyof modulation is not the result of a true Doppler shift, it is
proportionalto the componentof velocity normal to the fringe system,andis generally
referredto asthe"Dopplerfrequency".
Thelight scatteredfromthemeasurementvolumeisgatheredby receivingopticsfor
signalprocessing.Notethat theDopplerfrequencydependsonly on thefringe geometry
andparticle motion,and doesnot dependon receiver location. For this reason,a real
fringe systemdoesnotrequireanyprecisealignmentbetweentheilluminating opticsand
thereceivingoptics. Thusthesystemis notsensitiveto vibrationor distortionof structure
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which may change the geometry of the overall system,provided the overlap of the
illuminatingbeamscanbemaintained[24].
Component Separation, Two components of flow can be conveniently obtained by
use of the distinct color lines of the laser output. The strongest lines for the argon ion
system are at wavelengths of 514.5 nm, 488.0 nm and 476.5 nm. The laser output is
separated using prisms or other separators, and the different colors are focused on the
measuring volume as distinct beam pairs. Generally a single set of illuminating optics are
used.
If the plane of one such beam pair is rotated 90 degrees by the optics with respect to
the other pair, the two fringe patterns in the measuring volume will be perpendicular to each
other. Since the two fringe patterns (of different colors) are mutually perpendicular, they
will be sensitive to two mutually perpendicular velocity components lying in a plane
perpendicular to the axis of illumination. The scattered light signal gathered by the
receiving optics can then be separated by color into two channels prior to signal processing.
In order to resolve the third component of motion, a third beam pair must be
focused upon the measuring volume, and this pair must have an axis of illumination at a
substantial angle to the axis of the other two beam pairs. The third fringe system (or the
second, for that matter) need not be perpendicular to the other two, since the orthogonal
components can be computed trigonometrically. However, where the angle is small, the
precision of measurement of the third component suffers [26, 27]. In an orthogonal 3-D
system, the third beam pair is normal to the other two pairs.
The third component may be distinguished by use of a third distinct frequency line.
Alternatively, in the case of an orthogonal system, the difference in scattering intensity may
be exploited, where separate receiving optics are used for the third channel. For particle
size comparable to the wave length of the light, most of the scattering intensity is due to
Mie scattering [24]. The most intense scattering is in a forward directed lobe, and a less
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intensebackscatterlobe. Scatteringin the normal direction is weaker than either the
forward or backwardscattering[23,24]. Thus, wherethereceiving optics for the third
componentis locatedat a normalangleto the illumination axisof thetwo otherpairs,the
signalscanbedistinguishedby intensity,if thesignal-to-noiseratioof thethirdcomponent
is sufficient.
Velocity Bias, The use of Doppler frequency to determine velocity involves an
inherent directional ambiguity, since the frequency proportional to the magnitude of the
velocity component, and is insensitive to its sign. In order to distinguish between positive
and negative direction of the component, a predetermined frequency bias in one beam of
each beam pair is used to ensure that no sign reversal occurs in the measured data. In
effect, the frequency offset in the beam pair causes the interference fringes to shift in
position in the measuring volume at a fixed rate. This "motion" of the fringe system is
detected in the measured data as a constant increase (or constant decrease) in the Doppler
frequency. The frequency bias is then deducted to reflect the true velocity.
The most commonly used device to introduce a known frequency shift is the Bragg
cell, which uses a radio frequency resonant cavity to alter light frequency. Other devices
may be used, such as a rotating defraction grating. The output of the Bragg cell is
generally shifted by too great an offset (about 40 MHz) for convenient signal processing.
For this reason a signal generator and mixer is used to reduce the effective offset to a
convenient magnitude prior to signal processing.
Signal Processing. The scattered light signal gathered by the receiving optics is
either filtered (where individual receivers are used) or separated by color (where a
combined receiver is used) prior to being fed to photomultipliers and amplifiers to convert
the light signal to an electronic signal. Several different signal processing schemes may
then be used to determine the Doppler frequency, such as frequency tracking, spectral
analysis, and burst detection and counting [28, 29].
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Theschemeusedin this testwastimedomainburstdetectionandcounting. In this
methodtheinput signal-to-noiseratio is improvedby high-passandlow-passfiltering of
eachcomponentchannelto eliminatefrequenciesoutsidethe bandof physicallyrealistic
Dopplersignals.Thisalsoeliminatesanydccomponentor "pedestal"to thesignal. After
filtering, the signal consistsof discrete "bursts" of higher amplitude immersed in a
continuumof noise. Theburstsrepresenthefiltered periodiccomponentof the scattered
light from individual particlespassingthroughthemeasuringvolume. Figure5.5 shows
diagramaticallythesuperimpositionof pedestalandsignal.
The signalfor eachchannelis nextdigitized by a zero-crossingvoltagetrigger of
adjustablesensitivitythreshold.Thetriggerproducesasquarewavesignalby responding
to eachpositiveslopenodepoint of theoscillatingsignal. To accuratelydefineaDoppler
burst,thedigitizer trigger sensitivitythresholdmust beadjustedto be insensitiveto the
prevailing noise intensity. Thus the signal-to-noise-ratiois a critical limitation on the
effectivenessof timedomainburstdetectors.
The burstcounteris resetbetweenburstsandis triggeredby thefirst responseof
thedigitizer. Thecounterdeterminesthefrequencyof theburstby measuringtheelapsed
timefor ameasurednumberof oscillations.
Sincethesignal channelsfrom differentbeampairsareprocessedseparately,the
burstdetectorsmaynotdetectaburstsimultaneouslyin eachchannel.Non-simultaneous
responseis generallydueto particlespassingthroughthefringe systemsof some,but not
all, the beam pairs. The overlap region of each beam pair in which an individual
componentfringe systemexists is a highly elongatedellipsoidal region. In a precisely
alignedorthogonal3-DLDV system,theregionin whichall threefringe systemscoexistis
amuchsmallerroughlysphericalsubregionof theseindividualfringe systems.
Non-simultaneousresponseof the burst detectorsmay also be due to differing
signalstrengthandsensitivityin thecomponentchannels,or to particlespassingparallel to
thefringesof onecomponent.
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Autocorrelationbetweenchannelscanbeusedto rejectburstcountswhereeach
correlatedchanneldoesnotdetectaburstwithin asmallspecifiedtimeincrementafterinitial
bursttriggering. This will assurethatthemeasuredDopplerfrequenciesfor eachchannel
representthevelocity componentsof a singleparticle. Non-simultaneousburstsdo not
affectsteadystatemeanflow measurementsaveragedovera largenumberof burstcounts,
but will affect time accuratemeasurements,suchas in the measurementof Reynolds
stresses.
5.3 Layout of LDV System
The general layout of the LDV system is shown in Figure 5.6. The laser and all
optics are mounted on a rigid aluminum optical frame which is suspended outside the test
section over the test section roof on the three-axis traverse system. The entire traverse
system and optical system are mounted on a truck which can be moved in the streamwise
direction by a worm gear drive. The streamwise truck is supported on rails located on each
side of the test section roof.
The laser power supply and the actuators and rails for both spanwise and vertical
motion of the optical frame are located on the streamwise truck. Flexible cables, fiberoptics
and hoses are connected to the movable truck to control and monitor motion, to supply
power and cooling water to the laser, and to return the optical signal for processing.
The spanwise component of velocity is measured by a beam pair transmitted
downward from the center of the frame through a window in the roof of the test section.
The receiver for this beam pair is a 10 inch Schmidt type reflecting telescope modified to
have a focal distance of about 7 feet. The receiver gathers backscattered light, and is
mounted near the frame center slightly to the side of the transmitting lens.
The optical frame contains two rigid tubular extension arms descending on each
side of the test section. The arms have sufficient clearance from the walls of the test section
to permit a spanwise range of motion of the optical frame. The streamwise and vertical
componentsof velocity are measuredby two beam pairs transmitted from a
transmittinglenson theleft armthroughawindowin theleft sideof thetestsection.
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single
The common receiver for both horizontal beampairs is a telescopenormally
mountedon theright arm. Thisreceivergathersforwardscatterlight throughawindow in
theright sideof thetestsection.Thereceiveris setslightly off theaxisof illumination to
avoid capturingthe unscatteredillumination beams. This receivercan alternatively be
mountedontheleft sideto receivebackscatteredlight if modelgeometrysorequires.
Thebalanceof theLDV hardwareis locatedin cabinetson theassemblyareafloor
to the left sideof thetestsection. This equipmentconsistsof traversemotorcontrollers,
photomultipliers,signalprocessors,burstcounters,dataacquisitionbuffers,anda PC/386
computerfor softwarecontrolanddatastorage Although thereis no direct link from the
LDV systemto the wind tunnel data system(SWTS), an intercom allows data to be
acquiredonbothsystemsin averballycoordinatedfashionfor subsequentprocessing.
5.4 Description of LDV optical sy_w;_m
The core of the optical system is a 4-watt Spectra Physics argon-ion laser. Both the
laser and its power supply are water cooled. The optical frame provides a rigid foundation
for the mounting of the laser, the beam optics, and the various steering mirrors required to
control beam paths. Removable cover plates minimize dust contamination of the optics.
Due to potential eye hazards from this class IV laser, access to the test area is
restricted during laser operation by several gates armed with safety switches. A guillotine
type beam blocker is mounted on the laser to prevent light emission when safety switches
are open. A solenoid holds the blocker open against spring tension when the safety
switches are closed. The beam blocker also allows the beam to be stopped during
adjustment work or between measurements, without having to shut power off to the laser.
This is important, since the laser requires a considerable time to stabilize its operating
tempurature and output beam characterisics.
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The initial laser output beamis composedof a number of distinct frequency
components,thethreemostpowerful componentsbeingthe514.5nm, 488 nmand476.5
nm wavelengths. Only the 514.5 nm and 488 nm componentsare usedin this LDV
system. Thethird channelis distiguishedby directionalscatteringrather thanfrequency
separation,in themannerdescribedin Section5.3.
Thelaseroutputis split by aprism into its componentfrequenciesandall but the
514.5 and 488.0 nm wavelengthsareblocked. The 514.5 nm beamis then split by a
partially reflective mirror to form anadditional514.5nm beam. This third beamis the
sourceof the vertical illuminating channelwhich measuresthe lateral componentof
velocity. As currently configured,anadditional488.0 nm beamis not formed, but the
systemcanbeusedwithanadditionalverticalilluminationbeammeasuringthesu'eamwise
velocitycomponentif needed.Theremaining514.5nm beamandthe488nmbeamarethe
sourcesof thetwo horizontallyilluminating channelswhich measurethestreamwiseand
verticalcomponentsof velocity.
Followingtheinitial separationof thebeaminto threechannels,eachbeamchannel
passesthroughaprismaticbeamseparatorwhichredivideseachbeamintoaparallelpair of
beamsseparatedby about3 inches. The488 nm beampair is alsorotated90° out of the
planeof the optical frame, so that the two beampairs of the horizontally illuminating
channelslie in planesnormalto eachother.
One elementof each beampair then passesthrough a Bragg cell to induce a
frequencyshift of 40 Mhz in thatelementwith respectto its companionelement. This
frequencyshift provides for the velocity bias in the fringe systemwhich removesthe
directionalambiguityof theDopplersignal. For adjustmentpurposes,theBraggcell can
beremovedto allowafixed fringesystemto bevisualized.
A systemof steeringmirrors andprismsthenguideeachbeampair to its focusing
lens. The focusinglensof thehorizontally illuminating channelsis locatedin theoptical
frame extensionarm on the southside of the test section. The focusing lens of the
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vertically illuminatingchannelis locatedatthebottomcenterof theopticalframeabovethe
test sevtion. Adjustable wedgesand screws in the steeringoptic supportsallow the
following adjustments:(a)Thefocal lengthof beampair elementcanbeadjustedsothata
minimum beamdiameteris obtainedat the targetmeasuringpoint. (b) The direction of
transmissionof eachbeampairelementcanbeadjustedsothatthetwo beamsof eachpair
convergeto createaninterferencefringe patternat the intendedmeasuringpoint. (c) The
convergencepointsof thebeampairsfrom eachchannelcanbeshiftedto obtainanoverlap
region of the three fringe systemswhich constitutesthe threedimensionalmeasuring
volume. Themeasurementvolumehasadiameterof about300_tm(.012inches).
For adjustmentpurposes,the fringe systemscanbevisualizedby removing the
Braggcells andplacingamicroscopeobjectivelensona standor tripodin thetestsection.
Themeasurementvolumeis broughtto thefocal point of the lens,andthe imageof the
measurementvolumeis projectedon a screen.Whenthe alignmentis correct,thefringe
systemsareapparent.
To avoidopticalchangesdueto variationsin theoperatingtemperatureof the laser,
the laser is turned on at least 30 minutes prior to any measurement,and is kept on
throughoutthe working day (with beamblocker). However, it is not possibleto avoid
changesin beamalignmentdueto local variationsin thethicknessandrefractiveindex of
thewindow glass.Suchvariationscancausethealignmentto shift from pointto point, and
thusdegradesignalquality.
The two receiversare identical 10 inch Schmidt type astronomical reflecting
telescopeswhichhaveamodifiedmountingof theobjectivelensto permitfocusin thenear
field. Onereceiveris mountedon theopticalframeabovethetestsection,andthisreceives
thebackscattersignalfrom thevertically illuminating channel,whichmeasuresthelateral
velocitycomponent.Theotherreveiveris locatedontheopticalframeextensionarmonthe
North side of the test section, and receives the forward-scatter signal from the two
horizontallyilluminating channels.Thetelescopesarefocusedsothatthefield of view is
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limited to anareaslightly largerthanthe measuringvolume. In this way, thecaptureof
stray light is minimized and theconcentrationof scatteredlight from the measurement
volumeismaximized.
In operation,the imageof the measuringvolume is projectedonto the terminal
fitting of a flexible fiberoptic cable. The cable then carries the optical signal to the
photomultiplier housingwherethe combinedsignal from the horizontal beampairs is
separatedby adichroicmirror. Eachseparatedsignalchannelthenentersa cascadetype
photomultipliertubewhichconvertstheopticalsignalto anelectronicsignal. Thegain in
thephotomultipliercanbeadjustedbycontrollingthepowersupplyvoltage.
5.5 Signal processing and display,
Figure 5.7 diagrams the signal processing and data acquisition system. Prior to
processing, the outputs from the photomultipliers are boosted by individual 12 volt
amplifiers located in the photomultiplier housing. The signal for each channel is then
passed to an individual frequency mixer where it is mixed with a downmix signal generated
by a Hewlett-Packard programmable frequency generator. The output from the mixer is a
signal representing the difference between the two inputs. The effect of mixing is to reduce
the effective frequency bias from 40 MHz (induced by the Bragg cells) to an adjustable
known bias value (40 MHz minus generated frequency).
The frequency of this downmix signal is automatically stored as part of the
computer generated data file for the measurement point, to be used in data reduction to
convert measured frequency to velocity. The frequency generator was manually controlled
in this test, but may be directly controlled by the data acquisition software in future.
The downmix frequency at each measurement point is adjusted, based on previous
measurements, to yield a mean measured frequency near the center of the high and low
pass filter band of the counterprocessor. This allows the pass band to be as narrow as
feasible, and thus for signal to noise ratio to be maximized. The bandwidth of the Doppler
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signalis duebothto thevelocity perturbationsof turbulenceandto signalbroadeningdue
to theprecisionof thesignalprocessingsystem.
After downmixing, the signal for each channel is passedto an individual
Macrodynecounterprocessorunit. Thesignalis first filtered by the unit usingmanually
adjustablehighandlow passfilters. After filtering, thesignalconsistsof discrete"bursts"
of higheramplitudeimmersedin a continuumof noise. The burstsrepresenthe filtered
periodic componentof the scatteredlight from individual particlespassingthroughthe
measuringvolume.
For monitoring purposes,the filtered signal from a selectedchannel may be
displayedonanoscilloscopeandananalogfrequencyanalyzer.This allowstheopticsand
photomultipliersto beadjustedfor maximumsignal-to-noiseratio.
Thecounterprocessorunit usesanadjustablethresholdtriggerto detecttheonsetof
aburstandto digitize thesignal. Thecounterthencountsthefirst 8 fringe oscillationsof
theburst,andcomputesanoscillationperiodusingtheelapsedtime for boththefirst 8 and
the first 5 oscillation periods. The two periods are automatically comparedby the
processor,and the datafrom the burst is rejectedif not consistentwithin anadjustable
tolerance For eachchannel,the raw output from thecounter/processorconsistsof an
elapsedtimefor thecurrent8-fringeperiodmeasurement,andtheinter-bursttime sincethe
previousmeasurement.
Therawdatafrom thecounterprocessorunit arethenpassedto theprogrammable
autocorrelating data buffer. The autocorrelation function may be selectedfor any
combinationof channels.Whenthis function is active, thedatafrom agivenchannelare
rejectedif a burst is not detectedin eachcorrelatedchannelwithin an adjustabletime
window. Forchannelsfor which theautocorrelationfunction is selected,only datawhich
passesthecorrelationtestarestoredin thebuffer. Thebuffercontinuesto storedatauntil a
predeterminednumberof burstsarereceived(anadjustabletimelimit mayalsobeusedto
terminatethemeasurementpoint).
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Following dataacquisitionat eachmeasurementpoint, thedatabuffer arraysare
readthrough the interfaceboardby the control softwarerunning on the 386 PC. The
Dopplerfrequencyfor eachburst is thencalculated,alongwith themeanfrequencyand
standarddeviationof thecumulativeburstsat themeasurementpoint. Using theknown
downmixfrequencyandcalibrationvaluesfor eachchannel,thecomponentmeanvelocity
andstandard eviationarecalculated.Theinter-bursttimedataarestoredandmaybeused
to reconstructatime historyof eachmeasurementpoint,if desired.
5.6 Traverse System p,nd MQ_iQn Control
The motion control system is based on stepping motors and controllers capable of
programmed angular steps of 1/200 revolution. The optical frame and carriages for
horizontal motion are supported on cylindrical steel rails by circular groove wheels. The
motion of the optical frame and carriages is accomplished by means of fixed worm gears
with recirculating ballbearing gear followers attached to the moving carriage The worm
gear pitch is 5 revolutions/inch. Thus the frame motion is 1/1000 inch per step in each
horizontal direction.
The rails for streamwise motion are mounted directly on the test section roof
structure, while the rails for lateral motion are mounted on the streamwise carriage. Since
the weight of the apparatus is normal to these rails, the torque required to move the carriage
at modest speed is well within the motor capability.
For vertical motion, the optical frame is supported by a counterweighted steel cable
pulley system to relieve the worm gear and follower of the majority of the apparatus
weight. The optical frame is directly actuated by the same type of worm gear and gear
follower used for horizontal motion, and thus the motion is also 1/1000 inches per step.
However, due to the friction of the counterweight system and the residual unbalanced
weight, translation speed in the vertical direction is much slower than in the horizontal
plane.
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Thesteppingmotorangularmotionfor eachtranslationdirectionis monitoredby an
angularencodermountedoneachworm gearaxis. The motorcontroller functioncanbe
selectedto seekasa goal either a specific position outputof the encoder,or a specific
positionstepcountof themotoractuator.Sincetheencoderhasa stepresolutionof only
1/100revolution comparedwith the motor actuatorresolutionof 1/200revolution, the
motoractuatorfunctionwasgenerallyusedfor positioncontrolin operation.This results
in greaterprecision,providedthereis nodrive motorstalldueto torqueoverload.
Calibration of the traversesystemshowedthat thereis hysteresisin the frame
motionof about.005inches.However,thecyclic repeatabilityis about+.001 inch or less.
For that reason the experimental control program and procedure was modified so that the
traverse approach to both the reference position and each measurement point was from the
same direction in each traverse axis. Thus positional hysteresis was not a factor, and the
positional repeatability of the measurement volume due to traverse motion is approximately
+.001 inch.
Prior to each measurement run in this experiment, the actual position of the beam
pair convergence point/measurement volume was moved to a reference point and its
location was confirmed visually. An adjustable iris stop was mounted on a short stand
snugly fitted into the jet exit. This was used as a reference target. The plane of the iris stop
was mounted at an angle of 45 ° to each axis of illumination. Thus, when all three beam
pairs passed freely through the iris center, the measurement volume was demonstrated to be
at the plane of the iris stop. After gross adjustment, the iris was reduced to its minimum
size of 0.5mm, and the procedure was repeated. The motor controller counters were then
reset to a step count corresponding to the known position of iris center, and all
experimental positions determined relative to the reference point.
The limiting precision of the visual calibration was about _+0.5mm (+.020 inches).
This was the primary source of uncertainty in the position of the measurement volume,
rather than traverse precision. Optical distortions of the beam path due to variations in the
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window glassareanothersourceof positionaluncertainty. Thetotal uncertaintywasnot
preciselydetermined,but is believedto beabout+.025 inches.
5.7 Particle Seeding System
Two different devices were used for introducing seed particles into the flowfield,
both in combination and separately. Seed particles were introduced into the mean
streamwise flow by means of a Rosco vapor condensation smoke generator located in the
tunnel settling chamber upstream of the tunnel contraction section. The smoke was ducted
to near the tunnel centerline by a flexible tube prior to release upstream of the test section.
The smoke generator was controlled remotely from the assembly area adjacent to
the test section. In operation, the smoke was emitted in an approximately 10 to 20 second
pulse, and allowed to circulate and mix for several tunnel circuits prior to taking
measurements. The tunnel was operated with the air exchange doors closed during LDV
measurements to minimize smoke loss. Additional smoke was emitted when the LDV data
rate began to decline. The smoke generator produces a wide range of particle sizes, and the
particle size and density tends to decrease with time as the particle fluid gradually
evaporates.
During measurements in the jet core and wake region, seed particles were
introduced into the jet flow by means of a seed generator vessel located upstream of the jet
plenum chamber, as described in Chapter 2. The seed material was mineral oil. A small
portion (< 10%) of the high pressure air flow was diverted through the seeder vessel to
impinge as a low subsonic jet upon the surface of a mineral oil reservoir in the bottom of
the vessel. Droplets produced by splashing at the surface were entrained in the general
flow which exited the vessel at its top, and were re-mixed with the balance of the high
pressure airflow before it entered the plenum chamber. Due to the large diameter of the
seeder vessel relative to the supply lines, flow velocity in the seeder was low, and large
drops settled back to the reservoir.
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Thevesselconsistedof an8 inch nominaldiameterschedule80carbonsteelpipe
with weldedbottomcapandflangedtop plate. Thevesselwasdesignedandcertified to
ASME codeasapressurevesselfor operationto 500psi. A sightgagepermittedmineral
oil level to be monitored in operation. The massflow of impingement air was not
measured,butwasadjustableby meansof abypassvalve.
Thejet seederwasadjustedto the minimal level of bypassair neededto give a
reasonabledatarateduring LDV measurementsin thejet exit region. Theparticle size
distributionin thejet coreflow is notknown. It wasvisuallyapparenthat mineraloil was
depositedon thenozzlesurfaceandmacroscopicdropswereemittedatthejet lip.
5,8 LDV Data Acquisition System
LDV experimental data acquisition was controlled by a mixed-language program
written for this system in FORTRAN and QUICKBASIC. The program coordinated the
operation of the traverse system, the Macrodyne counter/processor and autocorrelating data
buffer, and the downmix frequency generator. A comprehensive interactive control
program, including point-by-point statistics and graphics to monitor the performance of the
LDV system, is important for efficient LDV data acquisition due to the many factors which
can affect the quality of the data. It was determined to write such a program as a permanent
part of the LDV system. Specification and coding for this program was begun prior to the
preparations for this experiment. One goal of this experiment was to complete, test and
debug the control program.
The mixed-language format was adopted for the control program because the
control functions for the existing Macrodyne data buffer are only available as object code in
Microsoft QUICKBASIC 4.5, and no manual operation option is available. However,
QUICKBASIC is limited to relatively small programs using a single 64k memory segment.
Therefore, QUICKBASIC was not a feasible choice for the primary control program. For
this reason, it was decided to write the primary program in FORTRAN. At the time the
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codingwasbegun,Microsoftclaimedto supportmixed-languageoperationusingMicrosoft
FORTRAN 5.0 and QUICKBASIC 4.5 (dueto various limitations, Microsoft hassince
reu'actedthisclaim).
Due to its distinctive dynamic memory management scheme, QUICKBASIC
subroutines cannot run outside of an environment initiated by a QUICKBASIC main
program. Thus the program was structured as a QUICKBASIC main program calling a
FORTRAN primary routine, which in turn called a variety of QUICKBASIC and
FORTRAN subroutines. This scheme has only been partly successful, and at the time of
this experiment several program options were not functioning as part of the linked mixed-
language executable program, even though all the subroutines were fully functional when
run independently.
The experiment control program was designed to execute a predetermined
measurement sequence to take a number of measurements along a specified linear axis. An
initiation text file of a defined format specified the experimental parameters, and was edited
prior to each run. This file was read by the program from disk storage prior to
commencing data acquisition for each measurement run. The initiation file specified the
beginning location, the increment and the end location of each experimental run. It also
specified the number of burst samples for each measurement point, the channels to be used
and the autocorrelafion status of each active channel.
The program menu permitted the experimental points to be repeated as desired
during the course of the run, based on the statistics of prior measurements. However,
since the run-time graphics and histogram module was not functioning in the mixed-
language environment, only gross signal failure could be assessed from program calculated
statistics during a measurement run. In addition, the down-mix frequency generators were
reset manually based on program calculated mean frequencies, since the frequency
generator control subroutine was also not functioning in the mixed-language environment.
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Following eachmeasurementpoint, the control programcalculatesand displays
boththemeasuredmeanDopplerfrequencies,thestandarddeviationin frequency,andthe
newdownrnixfrequencyneededfor eachchannelto centerthemeasuredfrequencyin the
filter passband.Thefilters themselvesareadjustableonly manually,butdonot ordinarily
needto bechangedduring anexperimentalrun. ff it appearsthat aportion of thesignal
mayhavebeentruncatedby thehighor low passfilter, thepoint mayberepeatedwith an
adjusteddownmixfrequency.
5.9 LDV System Calibration
The fringe spacing determines the relationship between the particle velocity
component normal to the fringe system and the detected Doppler frequency. The fringe
spacing is a function of the laser wavelength and the convergence angle of the beam pair.
Where Ax is the fringe spacing, 0 is the half angle of convergence and _ is the wavelength,
the relation is [23,24]:
Ax = _,/(2 sin _) (Equation 5.1)
The laser line wavelengths are precisely known. However, since for practical LDV
systems the beam pair convergence half-angle is quite small, the calculated fringe spacing is
very sensitive to small measurement errors in the beam pair convergence angle. For this
reason, it is very desirable to have a device which can produce a precisely known target
velocity for calibration measurement.
The LDV system was calibrated by means of a spinning wheel calibrator developed
at NASA/Ames [30]. The calibrator provides fine wire targets rotating at a precisely
known tangential velocity near the rim of the wheel. The wire targets are approximately
50_t in diameter. With the wheel located so the the rim is moving perpendicular to the
component fringe system, the Doppler frequency of the scattered light is measured. The
calibration coefficient for the component channel is simply the ratio of the Doppler
frequency to this tangential velocity.
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The spinningwheel calibratoris mountedon a tripod or other standin the test
sectionandalignednormalto theaxisof illumination of thebeampair. The targetwheel
itself is mountedon the shaftof a synchronousmotor. It incorporatesa 3 axis vernier
traversewhichallowsthecalibrationwheelto betranslateduntil themeasurementvolumeis
at theaxisof rotationof thewheel.
Themotorshafthasa verynarrowholedrilled alongits centerline,andaphotocell
is mountedat thefarendof theshaft.Thealignmentof themeasurementvolumewith the
centerlinecanbedeterminedby maximizingthephotocelloutputvoltagecausedby laser
light transmittedthrough the hole. The intensity of this light reducesrapidly as the
measurementvolumemovesoff center.
Oncethemeasurementvolumeis at thecenterlineof theshaft,theverniertraverse
canbeusedto moveit to a measuredradial distance(near2 inches)adjacentto the fine
targetwires mountednearthewheelrim. Sincethesynchronousmotor is slavedto rotate
at anexactratio of the 60 Hz line frequency,both the angularvelocity (1800rpm) and
radius(measured)arethusdetermined.Fromthese,thetangentialvelocityis calculated.
TheMacrodynecounterprocessorhasaremoteenablingfeaturethatcanbeusedto
suppressburst detectorfunction when the wire support spokesof the spinning wheel
intersectthe beampair. Magnetslocatedon the wheelgeneratea synchronizingsignal
whichenablesthedetectorfor a timewindow sufficientto measurelight scatteredbyeach
wire asit passes.Thecalibrationprocedurewasrepeatedfor eachof thethreebeampairs.
Calibrationmeasurementsweremadeusingasamplesizeof 1000burstsacquired
overabout6 seconds.Thusanyinstantaneousvariationsin targetvelocity dueto mounting
vibrationormotor torqueoscillationwereaveragedout. Theline currentfrequencyisvery
stable. The precision of the vernier traverse is about + .001 inch.
The largest source of uncertainty is the precision of determination of the alignment
of the measurement volume with the shaft centerline, since this is done by visually seeking
the maximum photocell voltage on an analog voltmeter. However, this uncertainty appears
to benomorethanafew thousandthsof aninch.
is believedto beabout_+0.1%.
5O
For thisreason,thecalibrationaccuracy
5.10 Experimental Procedure
Prior to experimental use, the laser was warmed up, and overlap alignment of the
beam pairs was confirmed visually by projecting the measurement volume on a transparent
plastic ruler. The signal quality was then determined without tunnel flow by means of a
portable seed generator. This generator produced a fine mineral oil mist by the same
principle as the jet seeder, using shop compressed air supply. The outflow from the seed
generator was ducted through a 1/2 inch vinyl tube and exhausted into the measurement
volume. This formed a small laminar jet of a velocity of a few feet per second.
For each channel in turn, the filtered analog signal output from counter/processor
was displayed on the frequency analyzer. When the optics and photomultipliers were
properly adjusted, a distinct narrow Doppler frequency line very near the value of the
effective bias frequency was observed above the general system noise. A trial data point
was then acquired to demonstrate the functioning of the burst detector and data acquisition
system. Generally a signal-to-noise ratio of greater than 10 decibels was needed for
reliable measurement.
In order to avoid direct impingement of the jet upon the upper window of the test
section, the tunnel velocity was brought up to speed prior to opening the high pressure air
valves for jet flow. The flow conditions were allowed to stabilize for several minutes prior
to measurements. This allowed the tunnel drive motors and power supply to reach a stable
operating temperature, with improved velocity stability. The high pressure air system and
heater also needed several minutes to reach a stable air temperature, due to the high thermal
mass of that system.
The clock of the 386 PC used to acquire LDV data was synchronized with the clock
of the VAX computer of the SWTS system used to acquire tunnel and jet flow data. The
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time of eachmeasurementwasstoredas part of the permanentdata file. In post-test
processing,theFORTRANdatareductionprogramreadboththeLDV andtheSWTSdata
files in ordertocorrelatethe LDV datawith thecorrespondingflow data,asis discussedin
Section5.12.
Thegeneralpracticewasto begineachsequenceof LDV measurementsin aregion
in which thevelocity wasexpectedto benearfreestreamvalue. Themeasurementswould
thenfollow aprescribedsequenceof constantdistanceincrementsunderthecontrolof the
dataacquisitionprograminto thetargetflow region. Theinitial dowmmixfrequencywas
estimated so as to give a detected mean Doppler frequency near the center of the
counter/processor filter passband. The width of the filter passband was generally
maintained at 6.0 MHz, while the standard deviation in detected frequency rarely exceeded
0.6 to 0.7 MHz in the most turbulent regions, and was more typically about 0.1 to 0.2
MHz. Thus, allowing for + 3 standard deviations as the effective signal bandwidth, there
was generally a comfortable margin for error in the downmix setting without hazard of
mmcating the signal.
All traverse motion during a run was controlled automatically by the data acquisition
program using the initiation file prescription for the run. However, the position was
monitored visually and by reference to the motor controller front panel display.
As the data acquisition sequence progressed from point to point, the required
change in downmix, if any, was calculated and displayed based on the prior point. The
signal generators were then reset prior to the next point. Only in regions of very high
velocity gradients, such as entering the jet shear layer, was it necessary to repeat a
measurement point to avoid a truncated signal.
During a measurement run, the signal quality was monitored periodically by means
of the frequency analyzer. The trigger threshold of the counter/processor digitizer and the
seeder output were adjusted to give a data rate of about 5 to 10 detected bursts a second.
This was done both to obtain a sample averaged over a time of about one minute, and to
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reducespuriouscountsdue to systemnoise. Generally,whenthe standarddeviationin
Dopplerfrequencyof a measurementpoint substantiallyexceededthatof the immediately
previousmeasurementswithout an apparentphysical basis(suchasa high turbulence
intensityshearegion),themeasurementwasrepeated.
Themajorityof theLDV datawastakenwith theautocorrelationcoincidencefuction
selectedfor the streamwiseandvertical components.Thesewere both forward scatter
signals,andhadgenerallyhigh signal-to-noiseratios. Attemptsto useall threechannelsin
the coincidencemode were unsuccessful,due to the marginal signal strengthof the
backscatterchannel measuring the lateral component of velocity. The 3 channel
coincidencemode would havebeenadvantageousto reducethe likelyhood of spurious
burstdata,and to reducethe positional uncertaintyby eliminating measurementsfrom
particlesoutsidethesmall3-D fringeoverlapregion
For measurementstakenwithin 1/2 inch of the surfaceof the groundplane,the
lateralvelocitycomponentchannelusingtheverticalbeampair wasnotactive. Evenwitha
clean mirror surfaceon the groundplane,the reflected specularlight so close to the
measuringvolume would swampthe diffuse signal being received. This would risk
damagingthephotomultiplier tubeand would renderthe signaluseless.For this reason
measurementsnearthe boundarylayer werelimited to theplaneof symmetrywherethe
meanlateralcomponentwasexpectedto benearzero.
5.11 T¢_t Conditions
The LDV measurements of jet-in-cross-flow features were in three different
regions: (a) The f'n-st consisted of velocity measurements in a cross-sectional plane in the
developed jet plume. The plane was perpendicular to the predicted vortex path of the
plume. (b) The second consisted of velocity measurements in the plane of symmetry of the
model in the inflow region upstream of the jet, near the surface of the groundplane. (c) The
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third consistedof measurementsin theplaneof symmetryof the model in the jet wake
region upstream of the jet, near the surface of the groundplane.
In addition to measurements of cross-flow features, measurements were taken of
the isolated jet and mean flow in two regions. Measurements were taken in a traverse
across the jet core near the exit plane, and measurements were taken of the flow at a
distance above the ground plane with the jet flow stopped.
All measurements were made with a jet Mach number of 0.5, and the tunnel
velocity was adjusted to yield the desired effective velocity ratio. Due to the length of time
required to make LDV measurements, it was not possible to acquire a matrix of data over
the range of effective velocity ratios and jet Mach numbers for which pressure data was
obtained. The majority of measurements were made at a effective velocity ratio of 8, with
limited measurements at an effective velocity ratio of 6.
5,12 Data Reduction and Analysis
The Doppler frequency data for each measurement point were stored on the hard
disk of the 386 PC. Separated data files were maintained for each data point of a traverse
position sequence. A separated file was also created for any repeated measurement at a
position, where failure of the data acquisition system or signal was suspected. As the
computational subroutine of the data acquisition program had not yet been fully debugged,
only the mean Doppler frequency and standard deviation of samples was available on a real
time basis as measurements were being taken.
A separate FORTRAN program was written to reduce the data from the stored data
files. The data reduction program read both the LDV and the SWTS data files in order to
correlate the LDV data with the corresponding flow data, calculated velocities and
statistics, and produced a comprehensive point-by-point data spreadsheet file. The
spreadsheet file was directly loadable into the personal computer applications used to
produce graphic displays and data tables. A copy of this program is included in the
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Appendix. In addition, the non-functioninggraphicssubroutineof the dataacquisition
programwasrevisedasastand-aloneprogramwhich allowedtheDopplerfrequencydata
files to beviewedasfrequencyhistograms.
Theinstantaneousvelocityof eachburstsamplewascomputedfor eachcomponent,
andthestandarddeviationof thecumulativesamplesdetermined.The sampleswerethen
resortedto excludespuriousburstsamplesresultingfrom dataacquisitionfailuresin which
a zerovalueof theDopplerfrequencywasreturned.Thenumberof suchnull sampleswas
recorded,and the point statistics were then recomputed. For the great majority of
measurementpointssuchnull sampleswererareor absent.In mostinstanceswheremany
null sampleswerepresentin thedatafile, the measurementquality hadbeenrecognized
duringthetestrun,andthemeasurementhadbeenrepeated.
Basedon the standarddeviation determinedafter removal of null samples,the
sampleswereresortedto removesampleswherethevelocity wasmorethanthreestandard
deviationsfrom themeanvalue. Themeanvalueandstatisticswerethenrecomputed.This
wasdoneto reducetheeffect of spuriousburstdetectiondueto high signalnoiseon the
meanvelocitydetermination.
5.13 Results and discussion.
Measurement Fields. Figure 5.8 gives a lateral view of the areas of the jet flowfield
in which LDV measurements were made. Measurements were made in the plane of
symmetry both in front and behind the jet near the surface. Due to the close proximity of
the measurement volume to the groundplane surface, the backscatter channel was turned off
for measurements at the leading edge of the jet, and thus no values of the v component
were measured. Intense reflection swamped the signal in this channel. For measurements
in the wake region, the distance from the groundplane was sufficient for the lateral
component to be resolved.
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Cross-sectionalmeasurementswere madein two locations in the developedjet
plume at valuesof R of 6 and8. Thechoiceof locationwasestimatedto intersectthe
vortexcurvepathof theplumeat anapproximatelynormalangleto theplumepath. The
coordinateswere chosento correspondto thoseusedin Reference12 to allow direct
comparisonwith totalpressurerakesurveydata. Thevectorsdepictedin Figure5.7arethe
resultantof thevaluesmeasuredin thesymmetryplane. Measurementswerealsomadeat
lateraloffsetsof 2 and4 jet diametersto intersectheplumevortexpair.
Leading Edge of J¢_, Figure 5.9 shows in vector form the measurements made at a
value of R = 8, near the jet leading edge. The magnitudes are normalized by the test section
mean velocity, shown as scale vectors. It can be seen that, except near the surface, the
measured flow grades from near freestream values to about 60% of freestream velocity as
the jet exit is approached. This deceleration of flow is expected from the positive surface
pressures measured in this location, as described in Chapter 3.
The values measured in the jet core do not appear to be realistic, with the vertical
component being only about 40% or less of the predicted jet velocity. This discrepancy
was found in all measurements made in the jet core region. The reason for this discrepancy
is not known, but may be related to the characteristics of the mineral oil seeding used in the
jet flow. The particle size distribution is not known, but at least some large droplets could
be seen in the jet flow near the lip.
Figure 5.10 show a CFD solution as particle traces near the jet exit, taken from
Reference 14. The solution uses the Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model and grid 2, which
had a fine grid pitch in the jet boundary region. Although this solution is at R = 6, it
provides at least a qualitative comparison with the LDV measurements at R = 8. The down
turn of the steamlines near the jet lip is shown to be quite similar to the measurements in
Figure 5.9. In addition, the reverse flow measured at z = 0.0125 D at x values of -1.250 D
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and-1.125 D maycorrespondto thereverseflow pattemshownin the particle tracesin
Figure 5.10.
Figure 5.11 showsthe measurementsmadein the near-surface
wakeregion. Thevectorsrepresentheresultantof symmetryplanecomponents,andthe
contoursrepresentheout-of-planelateralcomponent.Thevectorsindicatethatthereis a
saddlepoint presentatabout1.5D aft of thejet centerline.Forwardof thispoint theflow
is beingentrainedinto thejet. Thecontoursshowalimitedregionof stronglateralmotion
between1and2 D aft of thejet.
Figure 5.12 showsan oil flow photographfrom Reference4, madeat R = 5.5.
Thephotographshowsa clearsaddlepoint at approximatelyx = 2 D. Figure5.13shows
measurementstakenfrom Reference3 for a 2 inch diameterjet. This datashowlateral
cross-sectionalvelocities in planeslocatedat 0.98 and 1.97D. A well defined vortex
patternis indicatedat x = 1.97D andz = 0.5D. Sucha lateralvortexpattern,with some
asymmetry,mayaccountfor thelateralcomponentshownin Figure5.11.
Jet Plume Region, Figure 5.14 shows cross-section measurements made at R = 8,
Mj = 0.50 compared with measurements from Reference 12 made at the same values of
these parameters. Note that the lateral locations (y/D) are not exactly the same for the
measured and reference data, but are close enough for general comparison. The data are
shown for the half-plane only. In both cases, the vectors show the in-plane components,
and the contours show the total magnitude of velocity.
In both sets of data in Figure 5.14 the lateral locus of maximum velocity magnitude
is at about 2 D from the plane of symmetry. However the vertical locus (in cross-section
coordinates) is about 1.125 D higher for the reference data, and there is a substantial
difference in the direction of the in-plane vectors. This difference may be due to the effect
of tunnel ceiling blockage. The reference data is made with a model located 39 jet
diameters from the test section ceiling, and the model groundplane in this study was 26.5
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diametersfrom theceiling. Although thelargerjet (4 inches)of thereferencedataalso
indicatesafactorof 2differenceinReynoldsnumber,tunnelwall effectis amoreplausible
basisfor thisratherlargedifferencein jet path(1.125D differenceata heightof 6.56D).
Figure5.15showacomparisonof plumepathfor variouscomputationalconditions
from reference14comparedwith experimentaldatatakenfrom Reference12,bothfor R =
6. Thecomputationalboundarywassetat z = 20D, comparedto 39D for theexperiment.
Theresultsshowedthecomputationalpathwasconsistentlylower thantheexperimental
data.At R = 8,it wouldbeexpectedthatthewall influencewouldbeevengreater.
Figure5.16comparesmeasureddatawith thesamereferencedataasfigure 5.14,
but with the verticalpositionof thereferencedataloweredby 1.125D. Thecontoursin
thiscaserepresentheout-of-planecomponent,ratherthanthetotalvelocity. In addition,
the dataarereflectedaboutthe symmetryplanefor easeof visualization(the centerline
valuesaremeasuredvalues). In the region in which the two setsof data overlap, the
directionandmagnitudeof the in-planevectorsarein goodagreement,andthefigure asa
whole showsa consistentvortex flow pattern. The alignment of the contours is also
generally good. The locus of maximum velocity on the centerline is above of the
measurementregion.
Figure5.17showsin-planevectorsandout-ofplanecontoursof velocity for R = 6.
Thepatternis generallysimilar to thatof figure 5.16. As wouldbeexpected,thevelocities
aregenerallylower thanthosemeasuredat R = 8.
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CHAPTER6
ConclusionsandRecommendations
Thegoalsof this investigationwereto obtainimproveddataonthesurfacepressure
distribution on the groundplanesurroundingthejet exit, andcompletetheassemblyand
programmingof the3-D fixed-focusorthogonalaserDopplervelocimeterfor the7x10foot
wind tunnel, and to evaluateits performancein measuringthe flowfield in a jet-in a
crossflow.
The measuredsurfacepressuredataconstitutesa useful extensionof prior data.
The relatively high precision of the PSI 8400 transducersystemmade this possible.
Possibleoil contaminationof someports during related LDV measurementscaused
measurementfailureson afew of theports,however,causingsmalldiscontinuitiesin the
measurementpattern. This demonstratestheimportanceof planning the experimentto
avoidsuchconflict.
The unsteadypressuremeasurementswere not successful. As was noted, the
experimentalhardwarewasnot intendedfor this purpose. However, small individual
transducersareavailablewhichmaybemounteddirectlyon thegroundplane,flushwith the
surface.Thiswouldeliminateanydampingdueto tubing. A highsamplingratewould be
necessaryto resolverelevantfrequencies.A rateof 1000Hz or moreis desirable.
Theschlierenphotographstakenareavaluablemeansof visualizing thejet plume
structure.Theopticalsystemspecificallydesignedfor the7x10ft tunnelwaseffective in
obtainingtheselargefield photographs,dueto thelargemirror diameter. Theequipment
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provedrelatively dependablein spiteof the high vibration level presentduring tunnel
operation.
TheLDV systemwasdemonstratedto beeffectivein thegeneralflowfield, butwas
notsuccessfulin obtainingmeasurementsin thehighvelocityjet coreregion.
Thereasonfor this limitation is notknown, andfurtherdevelopmentof this capability is
needed. The adaptationof the systemto use time-domainprocessorswould be highly
beneficial.Thiswouldbeespeciallyusefulin theweakbackscatterchannel.
Further developementof the LDV dataacquisition systemis neededto permit
automatedoperationwith nearreal-timegraphicalmonitoringof thedatareceived.Oneof
theprimarylimitationsin theuseof thepresentsystemis thegreatamountof timerequired
for eachmeasurement.
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Figure 2.3. Diagram of the jet nozzle plenum chamber.
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Figure 3.1. Contours of induced surface pressure coefficient
at R = 4.0 and Mj = 0.74.
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Figure 3.2. Contours of induced surface pressure coefficient
at R = 6.0 and Mj = 0.91.
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Figure 3.3. Contours of induced surface pressure coefficient
at R = 8.0 and Mj = 0.91.
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Figure 3.4. Contours of induced surface pressure coefficient
at R = 12.1 and Mj = 0.91.
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Figure 3.5. Radial induced pressure distribution by angle
from leading edge at R = 4.0 and Mj = 0.74.
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Figure 3.5. Continued.
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Figure 3.5. Continued.
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Figure 3.6. Radial induced pressure distribution by angle
from leading edge at R = 6.0 and Mj = 0.91.
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Figure 3.6. Continued.
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Figure 3.6. Continued.
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Figure 3.7. Radial induced pressure distribution by angle
from leading edge at R = 8.0 and Mj = 0.91.
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Figure 3.7. Continued.
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Figure 3.7. Continued.
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Figure 3.8. Radial induced pressure distribution by angle
from leading edge at R = 12.1 and Mj = 0.91.
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Figure 3.8. Continued.
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Figure 3.9. Effect of velocity ratio on pressure distribution at Mj = 0.74.
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Figure 3.10. Effect of jet Mach number on pressure distribution at R = 4.0.
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Figure 3.11. Effect of jet Mach number on pressure distribution at R = 6.0.
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Figure 3.12. Effect of jet Mach number on pressure distribution at R = 8.0•
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Figure 3.13. Effect of jet Mach number on pressure dislribution at R = 12.1.
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Figure 3.14. Comparison of measured induced pressure coefficient
at R = 4.0 and Mj = 0.74 with prior experiment.
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Figure 3.15. Comparison of measured induced pressure coefficient
at R = 6.0 and Mj = 0.91 with prior experiment.
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Figure 3.16. Comparison of measured induced pressure coefficient
at R = 8.0 and Mj = 0.91 with prior experiment.
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Figure 3.17. Comparison of measured induced pressure coefficient
at R = 6 and Mj = 0.91 with CFD solutions.
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Figure 3.18. Induced pressure coefficientnear jet exit (r/D = 0.58) at various
velocity ratios compared with inviscid flow theory for a 2-D solid cylinder.
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Figure 3.19. Induced pressure coefficient near jet exit (r/D = 0.58)
at R = 12 and 4 compared with 2-D solid cylinder experiment.
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Figure 3.20. Difference between jet induced Cp near jet exit (r/D = 0.58)
at R = 12 and experimentnl values for 2-D solid cylinder.
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Figure 3.21. Difference between jet induced Cp near jet exit (r/D = 0.58)
at R = 6 and experimental values for 2-D solid cylinder.
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Figure 3.22. Symmetry plane comparison of induced pressure distribution
from + 10 ° to + 170 ° at R = 4.0 and Mj = 0.74.
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Figure 3.23. Symmetry plane comparison of induced pressure distribution
from + 10 ° to + 170 ° at R = 6.0 and Mj = 0.91.
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Figure 3.24. Symmetry plane comparison of induced pressure distribution
from + 10 ° to + 170 ° at R = 8.0 and Mj = 0.91.
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Figure 3.25. Symmetry plane comparison of induced pressure distribution
from+ 10 ° to _+ 170 ° at R = 12.1 and Mj = 0.91.
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Figure 3.26. Pressure contour transducer error band (ACp = _-_+0.003)
at R = 6.0 and Mj = 0.91.
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Figure 4.1. Diagram of simple schlieren system.
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Figure 4.2. Diagram of schlieren system (not to scale)
for 7x10 ft Wind Tunnel No. 1.
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Figure 4.3. Schlieren photograph of jet plurne at R = 4.65 and Mj = (I.95.
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Figure 4.4. Schlieren photograph of jet plume at R = 6.49 and Mj = ().94.
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Figure 4.5. Schlieren photograph of jet plume at R = 12.82 and Mj = 0.93.
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Figure 4.6. Schlieren photograph of jet plume without crossflow at Mj = 0.94.
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Figure 5.1. Reference beam or heterodyne LDV system.
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Figure 5.2. Real fringe LDV system (forward-scatter).
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Figure 5.4. 3-D orthogonal measuring volume (not to scale).
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Figure 5.5. Doppler signal filtering.
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Figure 5.6. Layout of LDV system and test section.
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Figure 5.7. Signal processing and data acquisition system.
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Figure 5.8. Jet flowfield regions for LDV measurements
at R = 6 (Vo. = 98 fps) and R = 8 (Voo = 73 fps).
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Figure 5.9. Velocity vectors in symmetry plane near jet leading edge
at R = 8 and Mj = 0.5.
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Figure 5.10. CFD solutions of flow in symmetry plane at jet leading edge.
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Figure 5.11. Velocity vectors and contours in symmetry plane in jet wake
at R = 8 and Mj = 0.5.
Figure 5.12. Oil flow photograph in jet wake from prior experiment at R = 5.5.
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Figure 5.13. Cross sections in jet wake from prior experiment.
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Figure 5.14. Comparison of measured jet plume cross sections
at R = 8 and Mj = 0.5 with prior experiment.
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Figure 5.15. Comparison of CFD and experimental jet centerline paths.
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Figure 5.16. Comparison of offset prior experiment jet plume cross section
with measured cross section at R = 8.
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Figure 5.17. Measured jet plume cross sections at R = 6 and Mj = 0.5.
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Table3.1 Pressureport locationsandtransducerrangelimits
S8 _ 0,70 O.TS 0.80 0::90 : 1;00 1!20:1..40
20 inch 20 inch 20 inch 20 inch i 20 inch 20 inch
I •20 inch 20 inch 20 inch 20 inch i 20 inch 20 inch20 inch 20 inch 20 inch 20 inch I 20 inch 20 inch20 inch 20 inch 20 inch 20 inch i 20 inch 20 inch
I
inch i 20 inch J 20 inch
1:60 1_80 2.00 ]
20 ,nch i 20 inch I 20 rnch
20 inch 20 inch I 20 inch
20 inch 20 inch / 20 inch
20 inch i 20 inch ! 20 inch
20 inch
2.5 psi
2.S psi
2.5 p=i
2.5 psi
20 inch
20 inch
20 inch
20 inch
20 inch
20 inch
20 inch
20 inch
20 inch I 20 inch
20 inch 20 inch
20 inch 20 inch
]
20 inch ! 20 inch
k
L
20 inch I 20 inch
20 inch 20 inch
20 inch 20 inch
20 inch i 20 inch
20 inch i 20 inch
20 inch I 20 inch
20 inch I 20 inch
20 inch 20 inch
20 inch
a
2.5 psi
2.S p=i !
20 inch I
20 inch I 20 inch
20 inch 20 inch
20 inch 20 inch
20 inch 20 inch
20 inch 20 inch
20 inch 20 inch 20
20 inch 20 inch 20
20 inch 20 inch 20
20 inch 20 inch 20
20 inch 20 inch 20
20 inch 20 inch J 20
m
I
20 inch I 20
20 inch 20
20 inch , 20
20 inch
20 inch
20 inch
I 20 inch
r 20 inch
20 inch
20 inch
20 inch
20 inch
20 inch
20 inch
20 inch 20
20 inch 20
20 inch ! 20 inch i 20 inch
i20 inch [
i20 inch !
inch ! 20 inch I 20 inch
i 'inch 20 inch I 20 rnch
inch i 20 ,nch J 20 ,nch
i
inch i 20 inch ) 20 ,nch
inch [ 20 inch I 20 inch
i
inch i 20 inch i 20 inch
inch i 20 inch JI 20 inch
inch I 20inch i 20,nch
inch I 20 inch I 20 inch
J
inch I 20 inch I 20 inch
i 20 inch
I 20 mch
20 inch
r
20 inch 20 inch
] 20 inch 20 inch
20 inch I 20 inch 20 inch 20 inch
i
I 20 inch il 20 inch i 20 pnchJ
20 inch I 20 inch 20 ,nch
r
20 inch , 20 inch J 20 inch
20 inch i 20 inch i 20 rnch
20 inch ! 20 inch 20 inch
20 inch ! 20 inch 20 inch
20 inch I 20 Inch 20 mch
20 inch I, 20 inch 20 rnch
i 20 inch ! 20 inch 20 Inch
20 inch i 20 inch 20 incn
20 inch i 20 inch 20 inch
20 inch 20 inch 20 mcn
i 20 inch
i 20 inch
I 20 mch
' 20 inch
20 inch 20 inch 20 _nch
Angle. ',. r/D 2;.25 2;50
10 inch 10 inch
10 inch 10 inch
10 inch 10 inch
10 inch 10 inch
10 inch 10 inch
10 inch 10 inch
10 inch 10 inch
10 inch 10 inch
10 inch 10 inch
10 inch 10 inch
10 inch 10 inch
10 inch 10 inch
10 inch 10 inch
10 inch 10 inch
10 inch 10 inch
10 inch 10 inch
10 inch
10 inch
10 inch
10 inch
10 unch 10 inch
2;75
10 inch
10 inch
10 inch
10 inch
10 inch
10 inch
10 inch
10 inch
10 inch
10 inch
10 inch
t0 inch
10 inch
10 inch
10 inch
10 inch
10 inch
10 inch
10 inch
10 inch
I 10 mch
,_i_i_i_i / _!iii_ii_ _ _i_iii__ '_
3;o0 z.2s 3_50 3:r5 4.00 5;00 5.50 6.00
10 inch 10 inch 10
10 inch 10 inch 10
10 inch 10 inch 10
10 inch 10 inch 10
10 inch 10 inch I 10
10 inch 10 inch I 10
10 inch 10 inch f 10
10 inch 10 inch 10
10 inch 10 inch
10 inch 10 inch
10 inch 10 inch
10 inch 10 inch
10 inch 10 inch
10 inch 10 inch
10 inch 10 inch
10 inch 10 inch
10 inch
10 inch
10 inch
10 inch
10 inch 10 inch
/
inch / 10 inch 10 inch
i
inch ! 10 inch 10 inch
inch i 10 inch
inch 10 inch
inch 10 inch
inch 10 inch
inch 10 inch
inch 10 inch
10 inch 10 inch
10 inch 10 inch
10 inch 10 inch
10 inch 10 inch
10 inch 10 inch
10 inch 10 inch
10 inch 10 inch
10 inch
10 inch J 10 inch
10 inch I 10 inch
I
10 inch 10 inch ] 10 inch
10 inch 10 inch i 10 inch
10 inch 10 inch I 10 inch
10 inch 10 inch / 10 inch
I 10 inch ! 10 inch10 inch
I
10 inch
10 Inch
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10 nnch
10 inch
10 anch
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10 inch
10 inch
10 inch
10 inch
10 inch
10 inch
10 inch
10 inch
10 inch
10 inch I 10 inch
10 Inch t 10 inch
10 inch I 10 inch
J
10 inch I 10 inch
10 inch ! 10 inch
10 inch 10 inch
10 inch 10 inch
10 inch 10 inch
10 nnch
10 inch
10 inch
10 inch
10 inch
10 inch
10 inch
10 inch
10 mch
10 inch [ , 10 inch ,J [ 10 inch I
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Table 3.2 Induced coefficient of surface pressure
at R = 4.0 and Mj = 0.74
R = 4!_;i; jet Machnumberi = 0:74;i:freestream q = 54,26 psf:
.9oo
0.501
0.383
0.369
0.352
0.305
0.448t 0.260 -0.091 -0.818! -1.872 -3.065i -3.23=
0.3330 0.191 -0024 -05361 1230 -20634 -271
0.326 i 0.204 0.004 -0.439 -1.066 -1.781! -2.40!
0.3111 0.204 0.027 -0.367 -0.919 -1561i -2.13_
0.274i 0.188 0.045 -0.269 -0.719i -1.2311 -1.71
0.070 -0.579i0.2391
0.186i
0.268 0.169 -02141 -1.0021 -142
0.209 0.134 0.0481 "0.142 -0.410t -0.728i -1.02;
0.168_ 0.151i 0.111 0.058 -0.099 "0.3151 "0.527! -0.76f
0.140t 0.1311 0.095 0.042 -0.075 -0.225 i -0.409i -0.60(
0.121 0.1121 0,085 0.040 -0.057 -0.179 t "0.330i -0.48, _
0.108 0.076 0.040 -0.040
0.091
-0.1411 -0.269i -0.39,_
0.066 0.040 -0.0241 -0.1131 -0.2141 -0.31E
0.084 0.0761 0.063 0.0391 -0.016 -0.090i -0.1731 -0.26"}
0.074 0.071i 0.059 0,037 -0.010 -0.0711 -0.1451 -0.22E
0.069 0.0641 0.053 0.036 -0.005 -0.0591 -0.122! -0.18!
0.065 0.0611 0.051 0.035 i 0.000 -0.0471 -0.101! -0.16C
I
0,057 0.057! 0.045 0.028 0.003 -0.040! -0.087i -0.13E
0.051
0.050
0.039
0.052! 0.045 0.0361 0.005 -0.0331 -0.0721 -0.12(;
0.049i 0.044 0.031 0.007 -0.026! -0.064i -0.104
0.037i 0.035 0.029 0.0121 -0.0101 -0.0371 -0.065
0,033i0.031 0.033 0.0291 0.013 -0.0061 -0.0291 -0.052
0.029 0.0331 0.033 0.025 0.013 -0.003i -0.023i -0.042
+170 ° +180 °
-3.230 -3.0741 -2.809 -2.401 -2.259 -1.976 -1.7821 -1.731
-2,718 -2.922! -2,535 -2.126 -1.954 -1.921 -1.7901 -1.724
-2.405 -2.641 -2.343 -1.990 -1.801 -1.7561 -1.696
-2.135 -2.379 -2.155 -1.850 -1.631J -1.466 -1.6321 -1.599
-1.715 -1.963 -1.852 -1.5921 -1.431l -1,339i -1.420
r I D
-1.421
-1.027
-0.768
-1.655
-1.236
-0.947
-1.603 -1.3931 -1.208
-1.239 -1.085
-0.991 -0.875
-0.913
-0.792
-1.2061
-0.788
-1.192! -1.241
-0.9791 -1.004
-0.835 -0.844
-0.194
-0.600 -0.752 -0.80; -0.725 -0.651 -0.663 -0.726 -0.739
-0.485 -0.605 -0.667 -0.614 -0.555 -0.560 -0.629 -0.655
-0.393 -0.505 -0,560 -0.523 -0.456 -0.475 -0.558 -0.589
-0.318 -0.4141 -0.477 -0.450 -0.391 -0.400 -0.5131 -0.533
-0.267 -0.340t -0.395 -0.378 -0.320 -0.334 -0.44C -0.462
-0.226 -0.288 -0.334 -0.323 -0.265 -0.276 -0.382 -0.415
-0.185 -0.245 -0.277 -0.276 -0.220 -0.229 -0.332 -0.372
-0.160 -0.243 -0.240 -0.185 -0.191 -0.292 -0.335
-0.136 -0.181 -0.208 -0.209 -0.156 -0.158 -0.255 -0.302
-0.120 -0.162 -0.185 -0.183 -0.132 -0.133 -0.222 -0.277
-0.104 -0.165 -0.158 -0.114 -0.113
-0.251
-0.065 -0.089 -0.103 -0.100 -0.063 -0.051 -0.116 -0.183
-0.052 -0.071 -0.085 -0.081 -0,046, -0.034 -0.091i -0.159
-0.042! -0.058 -0.069 -0.0651 -0.037i -0.021 -0.073i -0.142
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Table 3.3 Induced coefficient of surface pressure
at R = 4.0 and Mj = 0.50
+75o +90 °
0.5331 0.480 0.253 -0.165! -0.936 -2.1631 -3.5971 -4.61
0.418! 0.364 0.204J -0.039! -0,603 -1.3771 -2.315J -3.07_
0.399
0.375
0.321
0.279
0.352 0.216 -0.008l -0.496! -1.189i -1.990i -2.70, _
0.332 0.211 0.014t -0.41_ -1.0271 -1.740i -2.39(0.286! 0.191 0.033! -0.31 -0.803i -1.368i -1.91(
o.253! o.17o o.o581 -o.2481 -o.647 r -1.111i -1.57.c
o.192! 0,132 -o.168 io.214 o.o37j -0.46oj -o.8131 -1.o94
0.170 o.1531 o.107 0.o49 i -0.1111 -0.325i -0.5761 -0.83E
0.142l 0.1321 0.094 0.0371 -0.0891 -0.254! -0.442! -0.64(
0.11023 0.11 31 0.084 0.035 i -0.068i -0.196i -0.3551 -0.51_
0.1 0.100 i 0.077 0.037! -0.047 i -0.1521 -0.287! -0.417
o.o88t0.094 0.067 0.039! -0.0251 -0.1211 -0.2261 -0.334
0.088 0.079 i 0.065 0.041i -0.018j -0.094: -0.1794 -0.277
0.077 0.0751 0.064 0.0391 -0.009i -0.0731 -0.1481 -0.230
0.074 0.0691 0.057 0.040! -0.0041 -0.059J -0.1231 -0.183
0.072 0.0661 0.056i 0.039i 0.002! -0.046F -0.101!
0.062 0.064i 0.051' 0.0311
0.056
0.056
0.049
0.037
0.037
-0.160
0.006i -0.0371 -0.0841 -0.134
0.058i 0.052 0.043! 0.010i -0.030i -0.067! -0.116
0.055 i 0.051 0.0381 0.011t -0.022! -0.0601 -0.100
0.043t 0.043 0.037i 0.019i -0.0051 -0.032! -0.060
0.038 i 0.043 0.039{ 0.021! 0.000P "0.0241 -0.047
0.036t 0.043 0.0351 0.022! 0.0031 -0.0171 -0.038
r/ D +160 ° +170 ° +180 °
-4.617 -4.755} -3.653 -2.1101 -1.8811 -1.823
-3.076 -3.418! -2.909 -2.049! -1.894i -1.807
-2.705 -2.997 -2.614 I -1.8601 -1.793
-2.390 -2.676 -2.386 -1.550i -1.725i -1.691
-1.910 -2.186 -2.037 -1.3971 -1.498
-1.572 -1.829 -1.755 -1.280 -1.235t -1.283
-1.094 -1.349 -1.346 -1.031 i -1.024
-0.836 -1.025 -1.0701 -0.828 -0.865l -0.859
-0.646 -0.808 -0.858 -0.694 -0.746t -0.744
-0.518 -0.646 -0.708 -0.580 -0.6451 -0.652
-0.417 -0.535 -0.590 -0.4881 -0.5731 -0.585
-0.334 -0.502 -0.412-0.4341
-0.354
-0.295
-0.413
-0.346
-0.344
+150 _
-2.640t -2.4281
-2.3oll -2.1o1!
-2.152i -1.934
-2.0001 "1.7441
-1.7211 -1533i
-1.5011 -1.2831
-1.167j -0.964
-0.940j -0.837
-0.774 i -0.681
-o.6511
-0.551 -0.471
-0.4751 -0.401
-0.397 -0.329
-0.337 -0.270
-0.287 -0.221
-0.248 -0.185
-0.215 -0.155 i
-0.186 -0.129
-0.1621 -0.111
-0.098! -0.060
-0.0781 -0.042
-0.282
-0.518 i -0.529
-0.4471 -0.456
-0.3891 -0.405
-0.032
-0.3391
-0.249 -0.285 -0.233 -0.36C
-0.160 -0.249 -0.194 -0.296 -0.322!
-0.134i -0.182 -0.213 -0.159 -0.259 -0.287
-0.116 -0.160 -0.187 -0.133 -0.226 -0.261
-0.100 -0.166 -0.111 -0.198 -0.238
-0.060 -0.0851 -0.095 -0.050 -0.118 -0.173
-0.047 -0.067 -0.081
-0.01 7-0.057 -0.065 -0.062I -0.034
-0.09211 -0.152
-0.0741 -0.136
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Table 3.4 Induced coefficient of surface pressure
at R = 6.0 and Mj = 0.91
0.4681
0.348I
0.388!
+7so+9o o
0.170i 0.071 t0.045 -0.160:
0.163 0.123 i -0.210
0.090 0.0601 "0.141
0.044 0.0231
-0.149 -0.329 -0.626J -0.875; -1.118
0.019 0.0071 -0.046_ -0.121 -0.286 -0.4941 -0.7181 -0.921
0.006 -0.0071 -0.047 -0.112 -0.250 -0.416_ -0.6101 -0.779
-0.001
-0.0141
-0. 044
-0.1 O0
-0.086-0.015t
-0.017t
-O.O01t
-0.352! -0.519/ -0.658
-0.300[ -0.43_ -0.553
-0.2554
-0.006
-0.071 -0.147 -0.3631 -0.478!
-0.008 -0.012_.] -0.028 -0.062 -0.128 -0.217t -0.3161 -0.41
1-
-0.003 -0.0111 _ -0.05; -0.112 -0.190r -0.2751 -0.352
0.001 -0.0061 -0.021 -0.04! -0.096 -0.1631 -0.237! -0.309
-0.003 -0.003! -0.020 -0.030 -0.084 -0.1451 -0.209_ -0.270
-0.004 -0.0031 -0.01_ -0.026 -0.072 -0.128[ -0.1771 -0.242
0.001 -0.027 -0.064i
-O.01T
-0.0030.001[
0.003/
0.009
-0.1111 -0.1641 -0.215
0.002
-0.0351 I "0.106] "0.142
-0054 -0.088L-0118
-o.o19T -0.0711 -0.0980.005 -0.001 -0.043i
r/o /-/ ! I/L i ¸¸¸¸¸¸¸ :+90_ +i05 ° +120= +1350 :;+150 ° +160 ° +170 ° +180 °
-4.451 -2.692 -2.021 -1.820 -1.5001 -1.341] -1.294
-3.225 -2.320 -1.827 -1.679 -1.5941 -1,36_
-2.888 -2.140 -1.731 -1.378
-2.593
-2.146
-2.5441 -2.007
-2.167! -1.785
-1.628
-1.426 -1.263
-1.835 -1.887 -1.596 -1.262 -1o069 -1.03_
-1.41 _ -1.497 -1.304 -1.009 -0.797 -0.776
-1.118 -1.215 -1.097 -0.832 -0.677 _ -0.606
-0.921 -1.015 -0.928 -0.705 -0.541 -0.514[ -0.493
-0.855 -0.804 -0.60t -0.455 -0 424! -0.408
-0.658 -0.741 -0.701 -0.528 -0.376 -0.350r -0.343
-0.553 -0.633 -0.621 -0.471
-0.532
-0.464
-0.537
-0.407
-0.358
-o.--3Tf
-0.467-0.415
-0.329
-1,4281
-1.252i -1.3_LA_ -1.320
-o.981t -1.OlT
-0.35_.__
-0.2981 ---_.3 I_T
-0.242I -0.2_
-o.199I -o.2 
-0.299
-0.24
-0.208
-0.352 -0.407 -0.395 -0.188 -0.181 -0.178
-0.309 -0.356 -0.285 -0.16 -0.157 -0.154
-0.270 -0.314 -0.255 -0.138 -0.134 -0.134
-0.285
-0.170
-0.141
-0.230
-0.206
-0.143
-0.121
-0.102-0.117
-0.242
-0.215
-0.142
-0.106
-0.066
-0.052
-0.045
-0.259
-0.164P
-0.13_
-0.114.L
-0.0961 -0.116
-0.116
-0.098
-0.124
-0.118
-0.098
-0.060
-0.0264 _ -0.046
-0.0151 -0.0281 -0.03__
-0.101
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Table 3.5 Induced coefficient of surface pressure
at R = 6.0 and Mj = 0.74
0.479 0.398 O. 111
0.354 0.285
0.317 0.257
0.281 0.224
0.206
0.153
0.077
0.030
0.006
-O.OO7
-0.013
-0.015
-0.014
-0.014
-0.007
-0.002
0.066
0.073
0.061
0.163 0.030
0.125 0.005
0.046 -0.035
0.008 -0.056
-0.007 -0.062
-0.019 -0.061
-0.026 -0.059
-0.024 -0.054
-0.026 -0.046
-0.018 -0.0331
-o.45ot
-o.284t
-0.229
-0.206
-0.184
-0.254
-0.1 65
........... ,,i i
-1.4921 -2.957 -4.361
-1.010
-0.870
-0.771
-0.635
-0.552
-0.439
-4.89,
-1.940 -2.882! -3.35_
-1.706 -2.520 -3.00:
-1.507 -2.240f -2.691
-1.236 -1.828 -2.231
-1.044i -1.542P -1.91
-0.814 -1.205
-0.172 -0.364 -0.673 -0.923
-0.140 " -0.3111
-0.129 -0.271
-0.114
-0.097
-0.079
-0.069
-0.015 -0.031 -0.056
-0.230
-1.47"
-1.17"
-0.529 -0.756 -0.96;
-0.443 -0.641 -0.81 ;
-0.374 -0.545 -0.68z
-0.318
-0.158 -0.269
-0.137 -0.227
-0.452
-0.379
-0.328
-0.284
-0.009 -0.024 -0.048
-0.120 -0.199
-0.102 -0.170
-0.577
-0.497
-0.42E
-0.35_
-0.317
-0.005 -0.004 -0.022 -0.028 -0.089 -0.150 -0.275
-0.006 -0.005t -0.012 -0.026t -0.075 -0.132 -0.180 -0.244
0.000 -0.002 -0.007 -0.026 -0.066 -0.114 -0.166 -0.217
0.0111 0.003 0.004 -0.007 -0.033 -0.106 -0.142
0.003 0.004 0.009 0.004 -0.022 -0.052 -0.087 -0.118
0.007 0.007 0.016 0.005 -0.014; -0.041 -0.070 -0.097
iiiiii_iiiiiiiiiiiiiii_iiiii_iiiiiiiii_i_iiiiiiiiiii!iiiii_iiii!iii_ii_ii_/___ii: ii _ __! !iiiiiiiii _! l l!iiiii_i!iii ii: __i_ ii_ii:ii _!iii_iiiliiii_i_!i i_i!_i _iiililiilii!_ii_iii_!ii_i_i !:_ _i_i_i_;_ _ _i_¸ _ii__i
............÷9:0 ..........................÷105 ...............÷1:20 ......................÷:1.35 ................÷t50 ....................÷160 .............÷t70 ......... ÷180
-4.894 -4.210 -2.709 -2.037 -1.850 -1.510 -1.340
-3.356 -3.171 -2.337 -1.850_ -1.728
-3.003 -2.857 -2.159 -1.754 -1.623
-2.698 -2.608 -2.025 -1.650 -1.474
-2.236
-1.912
-1.473
-2.225 -1.806
-1.940
-1.543
-1.618
-1.326
-1.446
-1.279
-1.024
-1.304
-1.099
-0.813
-1.289
-1.634 -1.453 -1.375
-1.468 -1.404
-1.289 -1.395 -1.357
-1.155 -1.231
-1.019; -1.059-1.077
-1.171 -1.255_ -1.119 -0.843 -0.685 -0.638
-0.962 -1.049 -0.947 -0.713 -0.544 -0.510 -0.484
-0.812 -0.882 -0.818 -0.613 -0.414 -0.388
-0.684
-0.793
-0.611
-0.488
-0.398
-0.016
-0.763 -0.711 -0.529 -0.37' -0.3391 -0.323 -0.329
-0.573 -0.648 -0.629 -0.473 -0.320 -0.288 -0.289 -0.276
-0.493 -0.550 -0.539 -0.407 -0.261 -0.232 -0.235 -0.21 8
-0.426 -0.475 -0.468 -0.356 -0.215 -0.187 -0.194 -0.181
-0.358 -0.414 -0.399 -0.314 -0.177 -0.152 -0.158 -0.149=
-0.317 -0.359 -0.282 -0.151 -0.124 -0.136 -0.121
-0.275 -0.318 -0.315 -0.252 "0.127 _ -0.102 -0.113 -0.101
-0.244 -0.287 -0.285 -0.226 -0.111 -0.085 -0.094 -0.085
-0.21 7 -0.258 -0.202 -0.096 -0.070 -0.078 -0.072
-0.142 -0.169 -0.168 -0.138 -0.057 -0.030 -0.040 -0.039
-0.118 -0.140 -0.145 -0.117 -0.043
-0.119 -0.121
-0.038
-0.025
-0.017
-0.098!-0.097 -0.OO5
-0.028
-0.022
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Table 3.6 Induced coefficient of surface pressure
at R = 6.0 and Mj = 0.50
: R = 5;99; jet:Math:number = 0.50 freestream q = 10:82: psf
::: ...... ....... :+_0 .... +20 .............+30 +45 +60 +75 °
0.475
-ls_ -3187!1066j -2.022!
+90 °
0.392{ 0.074 l -0.587j -4.6791 -5.21
0.348 0.274{ _ -0.301]._ -2.9821 -3.44:
0.306 0.2431 0.0491 -0.2651 -1.7801 -2.606J -3.076__
0.265 0.2061 0.036T -1.5761 -2.3151
0.185
-0.24_ _ -2.759
-0.2204 _ -1.295i
-0.5931
0.1421 0.002 -1.8901 -2.290
0.130 0.089i -0.022 -0.192! -1.095_ -1.595_ -1.951
0.05; 0.022t -0.064 -0.1981 -0.473--[ -0.8611 -1.222! -1.44!
0.005 -0.0171 -0.082 -0.1741 -0.398 -0.660i -0.956_ -1.197
-0.01 8.. -0.030-] -0.087 -0.168r -0.343i -0.5591 -0.7821 -0.984
-0.028 -0.042! -0.084 -0.1551 -0.300 -0.4671 -0.665i -0.830
-0.033 -0.0461 -0.080 -0.1361 -0.255 -0.394_ -0.566; -0.699"
-0.033 -0.042! -0.074 -0.116F -0.3411 -0.4731 -0.589
-0.030 -0.0431 -0.062 -0.0961 -0.1 79 -0.2881 -0.398i -0.507
-0.030 -0.034i -0.047' -0.0841 -0.156 -0.2441 -0.3431 -0.437
1
-0.021 -0.0291 -0.046 -0.071i -0.136 -o.214! -0.2984 -0.33:
-0.011 -0.0211 -0.0-36" -0.0621 -0.116 -0.1841 -0.258I -0.32
-0.0161 -0.013_ -0.035_ i -0.101 -0.163i o0.2261 -0.28-5
-0.018_ "0.0141 -0.022t "0.038i -0.086 -0.145i -0.1891 -0.253
-0.009t -0.010t -0.01 -0.039; -0.12s -0.176 -0.225
0.00__ -0.0041 -0.0071 -0.015i _ , -0.1131 -0.148
ooo,] -ooo34oo ,i oo,, .0093..o   
-0.0051 "0.002! "_-'-_ | "0.0051 -0.0231 -0.047! "0.075i -0.101
_:: : : o o o+90 .... +105 +1:20 ..... +135 +150°+160 ° +I70 o +180 =
-5.210 -4.458 -2.693 -1.955! -1.260 -1.202
-3.442 -3.205" -2.316 -1.7851 -1.359 -1.2771
-3.076 -2.887 -2.132 -1.69--_ I -1.382 -1.317'
-2.759 -2.630 -2.005 -1.594 L i -1.320 -1.281
-2.290 -2.242 -1.786 -1.388 I -1.081 -1.169
-1.955 -1.952 -1.601 -1.225 -0.953 -1.005
ri D
-1.7591 -1.425_
-1.7-_ -1.552t
-1.559
-1.409 -1.211
-1.247
-1.035 -1017!
-O.755
-0.644 -o.597T
-0.503 -0.4741
-1.449 -1.551 -1,311 -0.981 i -0.754 -0.764
-1.197 -1,261 -1.108 -0.775 _ -0.585
-0.984 -1.058 -0.936 -0.687 -0.442 -0.46
-0.830 -0.888 -0.8-"_" -0.591 -0.341 -0.368
-0.699 -0.7681 -0.700- -0.509 -0.277 -0.296
-0.589 -0.658 -0.628 -0.463 -0.250
-0.244
-0.261 -0.201
-0.148 -0.139 _ -0.0_
°i-0.122 -0.147 -0.118 -0.01 -0.00_
-0.101 -0.124 -0.100i -0.011 -0.004
-0.325
-0.293
-0.17_3
-0.12__
-0.1181
-0.31 7
-0.288
-O.25O-0.285
-0.3761
-0.336 -0.302i
-0.297 -0.262i
-0.243 -0.208[
-0.201 -0.1651
-0.165 -0.134!
-0.14! -0.10--_
-0.118 -0.0891
.,r
-0.104 -0.0741
-0.09 -0.0591
-0.054 -0.021 t
-0.043 -0.0121
-0.037 -0.001]
-0.109]
-0.0911 -0.077
-0.07_ -0.061
-o.o6_
-0.507 -0.558 -0.401 -0.201-- -0. 190
-0.437 -0.483 -0.470 -0.351 -0.163! -0.155
-0.33; -0.420 -0.400 -0.312 -0.1321 -0.124
-0.328 -0.361 -0.279 -0.097
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Table 3.7 Induced coefficient of surface pressure
at R = 8.0 and Mj = 0.91
r/D
0.533 0.480t 0.2531 -0.165t -0.936! -2.163t -3.597 -4.61;
0.418 0.364i 0.2041 -0.039 -0.603! -1.3771 -2.315 -3.07E
0.399 0.352i 0.2161 -0.008 -0.496 -1.189) -1.990_ -2.70. =
0.375 0.3321 0.211! 0.014 -0.417 -1.027r -1.740 -2.39C
0.321 0.286l 0.191t 0,0331 -0.310j -0.803i
0.279 0.253p 0.1701 0.058 -0.248 -0.647 i
0.214
0.170
0.142
0.123
0.110
0.094
0.088
0.077
0.074
0.072
0.062
0.056
-1.368t -1.91£
-1.111 -1.57_
0.192i 0.1321 0.037 -0.168 -0.4601 -0.8131 -1.094
0.153! 0107p 00491 -0111 t -0325 -0576 -0836
o.132r o.o94i 0.037P -0.089 -0.2541 -0.4421 -0.64(
0.113i 0.084i 0.0351 -0.068 -0.196i -0.355 -0.51 
0,100i 0.0771 0.037! -0.047 -0.152} -0.287 -0.417
0.0881 0.067 0.0391 -0.025 -0.121i -0.226 -0.334
0.0791 0.065 0.0411 -0.0181 -0.0941 -0.179 -0.277
0.075; 0.064 0.039! -0.009 -0.0731 -0.148 -0.230
0.069r 0.o57 o.040p -0.004 -0.0591
0.0661 0.056 0.039! 0.002 -0.046i
0.0641 0.051 0.031J 0.006t -0.037[
-0.123 -0,183
-0.101 -0.160
-0.0841 -0.134
0.0581 0.052', 0.043 i 0.0101 -0.0301 -0.067 -0.116
0.0561 0.055i 0.0511 0.0381 0.011 -0.0221 -0.060 -0.100
0.049 0.0431 0.043 0.037 0.0191 -0.005i -0.032' -0,060
0.037 0.038i 0.0431 0.0391 0,021 0.0001 -0.024 -0.047
0.037 0.0361 0.043 0.035[ 0.022 0.0031 -0.017 -0.038
.... +135 ° +150 ° +160 ° +170 _ +180 °
-4.617 -4.755i -3.6531 -2.640 -2.4281 -2.1101 -1.881 -1.823
-3.076 -3.4181 -2.909 -2.301
-2.705 -2.997 f -2.614 -2.152
-2.390 -2.6761 -2.386 -2.000j
-1.910 -2.186t -2.037
-1.572
-1.094
-1.829! -1.755
-1.349 t -1.346
-2.101
-1.934
-1.744
-1.721 -1.533
-0.808
-0.646
-1.501 -1.283
-1.167 -0.964
-2.049{ -1.894 -1.807
] -1.860 -1.793
-1.5501
-1.280i
-1.725 -1.691
-1.397 -1.498
-1.235 -1.283
-1.031 -1.024
-0.836 -1.025 -1.070 -0.940 -0.837 -0,828t -0.865 -0.859
-0.646 -0.858 -0.774 -0.681 -0.694i -0.746 -0.744
-0.518 -0.708 -0.651 -0.580t -0.645 -0.652
-0.417
-0.334
-0.277
-0.535b -0.590 -0.551 -0.471
-0.434! -0.502 -0.475 -0.401
-0.354t -0.413 -0.397 -0.329
-0.4881 -0.573
-0.230 -0.295i -0.3461
-0.183 -0.249J
-0.160
-0.1821
-0.1601
I
-0.412! -0.518
-0.3441 -0.447
-0.337 -0.270 -0.2821 -0.389
-0.285 -0.287 -0.221 -0.233 -0.339
-0.249i -0.248 -0.185 -0.194i -0.296
-0.213 -0.215 -0.155 -0.159i -0.259
-0.187 -0.186 -0.129 -0.133i -0.2261
-0.166 -0.162 -0.111 -0.111t
-0.095 -0.098 -0.060 -0.0501
-0.134
-0.116
-o.Ioo t
-0.585
-0.060 -0.085i
-0.529
-0.456
-0.405
-0.360
-0.322
-0.287
-0.261
-0.047 -0.0671 -0.081 -0.078 -0.042 -0.032! -0.092 -0.152
-0.038 -0.0571 -0,065 -0.062 -0.034 -0.0171 -0.074 -0.136
-0.198 -0.238
-0.1181 -0.173
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Table 3.8 Induced coefficient of surface pressure
at R = 8.1 and Mj = 0.74
riD-+0' +:10" ÷20_ : _+30_ +45 ° ÷60" +75' +90 °
0.416i 0.322! 0.004 -0.6441 ' -1.6501 -3.082 ' -4.115 i -4.171
0.283i 0.205i -0.035 -0.391b -1.139i -1.975! -2.6571 -2.781
0.235 0.1671
0.192 0.1281
O.lO4 o.o6oi
0.046 0.004i
-0.040 -0.075;
-0.129 -0.142!
-0.1321 -0.147!
-0.127 -0.1381
-0.122 -0.1361
-0.117 -0.1201
-0.035 -0.3561
-0.053 -0.336F
-0.091 -0.3191
-0.118 i
-0.164 -0.303i
-0187i !
-0194t -0278 
I
-o.19ol -o.265p
-0.184! -0.244J
-0.173! -0.222i
-0.1581 -0.195i
-0.137i -0.1781
-0.999i -1.756t -2.346i -2.510
-0.900t -1.565i -2.101i -2.27;
P
-0.7681 -1.3111 -1.747! -1.926
-0.687t -1.1311 -1.5051 -1.681
-0.576i -0.936i -1.259L -1.347
-0.502! -0.785l -0.979i -1.118
-0.4531 -0.656i "0.831i -0.955
-0.413t -0.569i -0.735
-0.367 -0.5001 -0.649
q -o45oi -o.565
-0.282! -0.3961 -0.493
-0.256 i -0.348i -0.440!
-0.102 -0.1101 -0.1301 -0.159i -0.2331 -0.3151 -0.3951
-0.088 -0.0981 -0.1171 -0.1461 -0.208i -0.280i -0.3511
-0.837
-0.730
-0.644
-0.574
-0.513
-0.427
-0.408
-0.0891 -0.086i -0.110i -0.188i -0.255i -0.3171 -0.365
i _ ,
-0.333
-0.303
-0.086 -0.083! -0.093! -0.1111 -0.168! -0.2331 -0.274
-0.073 -0.075t -0.083 -0.110i -0.1541 -0.208! -0.261
-0.0461 -0.056t -0.059 -0.071i -0.104J _ -0.183
, I
-0.054 -0.0501 -0.047 -0.0511 -0.085i -0.118i -0.157
-0.0481 -0.045i -0.036 -0.049[ -0.0711 -0.1001 -0.133
-0.21 6
-0.186
-0.160
ii : : i ¸ i
+900 +105° +120_ +13s° +170° +180 °
-4.171 -3.148
-2.781 -2.32O
-2.5101 -2.123
-2.272
-1.926
-1.681
-1.347
-1.118
-0.955
-0.837
-0.730
-0.644
-0.574
-0.513
-0.427
-0.408
-0.365
-1.964
-1.720
-1.535
-1.279
-1.080
-0.940
-0.818
-0.734
-0.657
-0.578
-0.517
-0.464
-0.379
! -1.740 -1.354! -1.238
-1.566 -1.286 t -1.229
r
-1.403 -1 -1.115
-1.2831
-1.1801
-1.008
-0.886
-0.772!
-0.687
-0.615;
-0.570
-0.508
-0.456
-0.399
-0.370
-0.334
-0.333 -0.351 -0.310
-O.3O3 -O.288
-1.066
-0.955
-0.777
-0.638
-0.554
-0.482
-0.421
-0.390
-0.3461
-0.308
-0.280
-0.257
-0.235
-0.214
-0.196
-1.034
-0.1441
-0.1261
-0.886
-0.667
-0.569
-0.447
-0.301
-0.265
-0.217
-0.180
-0.147
-0.126
-0.104
-0.092
-0.078
-1 .o5ot
-1.156t
-0.952
-0.849
-o.5-1ol
-0.401
-0.31 7
-0.257
-0.226
-0.180
-0.145
-0.118
-0.093
-0.076
-0.062
-0.048
-0.959 -0.922
-1.019 -0.956
-1.042 -0.988
-1.005 -0.968
-0.841
-0.755
-0.603
-0.464
-0.361
-0.275
-0.221
-0.1 98
-0.157
-0.125
-0.095
-0.076
-0.058
-0.044
-0.902
-0.785
-0.615
-0.468
-0.370
-0.293
-0.237
-0.191
-0.145
-0.117
-0.092
-0.069
-0.052
-0.037
-0.216 -0.231 -0.199 -0.044 -0.010 0.002 0.016
-0.186 -0.179 -0.184 -0.033 -0.002 0.012 0.027
-0.160 -0.170 -0.160 -0.110i -0.028! o.oo9{ 0.020 0.031
-0.032 -0.023
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Table 3.9 Induced coefficient of surface pressure
at R = 7.9 and Mj = 0.49
7 R = 7;87; jet Machnumber=o_49; freestreamq =6_08psf
t +0 _ 1: : '_I r D ..... : + 0 ......... +20.,: _ +30 ..... +60 +75 ° +90 °
0.436 0.345
0.294 0.215_
0.244! 01771
0.1981 0.134!
0.108i 0.062
0.045i 0.001
-0.044 i -0.076
-0.098t -0.120
-0.121 -0.1341
-0.131 -0.147
-0.1341 -0.148
-0.1281
0.006
-0.030
-0.030
-0.048
-0.089
-0.118
-0.167
-0.189
-0.196
-0.193
-0.186
-0.139t -0.175
-o123i -o138t -o158!/
-0.790p -1.667
-0.390 i -1.153
-0.3561 -1.013
-0.3371 -0.912
-0.321 I -0.778
-0.695
-0.309J -0.583
-3.2191 -4.283 -4.268
-2.01 II -2.709 -2.837
-1.7791 -2.389 -2.560
-1.591! -2.137 -2.315
-1.331! -1.7751 -1.960
-1.147! -1.527 J:
"0.906[ "1.130 i
-0.290i -0.5091 -0.651i
-0.282i -0.459
-0.269i -0.417
-0.2461 -0.370
i
-0.222!
-0.195i -0.283
-0.119 -0.122 -0.135t -0.178 i
-0.102! -0.110 -0.130i -0.1591 -0.231
-O.255
-0.085] -0.097 -0.115! -0.1441 -0.207
-0.089! -0.083 -0.1101 i -0.186
-0.662!
-0.571F
-0.087!
-0.4981
-o.45oi
-0.3941
-0.3461
-0.313!
-0.2771
-0.252_
-0.081 -0.0911 -0.1071 -0.166
-0.072t -0.074 -0.082i -0.109i -0.152! -0.2041
-0.0431 -0.054 -0.069( -0.101 i-0.0581
-0.044 i
-0.229i
-1.684
-0.988! -1.129
-0.836i -0.961
-0.737 -0.837
-0.649 -0.730
-0.564J -0.643
-0.493t -0.572
-0.4371 -0.509
-0.391t
-0.347 -0.404
-0.313 -0.361
-0.269t -0.327
-0.2561 -0.296
-0.178 t -0.210
q
-0.0531 -0.048 -0.0491 -0.084 -0.114! -0.152 -0.180
-0.048J -0.043 -0.0351 -0.049i -0.070 -0.0971 -0.127! -0.154
+900 +105' +120_ +135_ +150" +160 ° +170 ° +180 =
-3.300 -1.714 -1.144 t -0.906 t -0.868-1.267 I
-1.219!
-0.9941
-1.1o2! -o.9551-2.364 -1.541 -1.178 -0.880
-2.560i -2.168 -1.436 -1.1821 -1.155 I -0.984[ -0.919
-2315i -1995 -1379 -1135i -1075 -08971 -0955t -0911
"1.960t -1.744 "1.268 -1.016 i "1.0031 ! "0.793! -0.865
"1.684 -1.552 "1.170 "0.913 "0.8581 -0.828J -0.720! -0.759
"1.285 "1.000 "0.748 -0.643 l -0.6041 "0.611
-1.129[ "1.052 "0.879 -0.5531 "0.4951 "0.441 -0.471
"0.961 -0.945 "0.763 "0.538 -0.4211 -0.384i -0.335 -0.362
"0.837! -0.819 "0.676 "0.469 "0.2961 -0.245 -0.280
"0.7301 -0.732 "0.602 "0.406 "0.275 "0.232! -0.192 -0,208
"0,643 i "0.656 "0.570 "0,387 "0.2501 "0.2101 -0.179 -0.178
-0.572! -0.577 -0.508 -0.345 -0.206] -0.167! -0.140 -0.131
-0.509 -0.515 -0.455 -0.308 -0.170 -0.132! -0.110 -0.102
-0.398
-0.368-0.4041
-0.280
-0.256
-0.139
-0.118i
-0.460
-0.104i -0.082
-0.0801 -0.063
-0.361 -0.375 -0.332 -0.234 -0.065
-0.327 -0.307
-0.285
-0.179
-0.156
-0.345
-0.296 t
I -0.225
-0.212
-0.195
-0.143
-0.1251
-0.1091
-0.210
-0.180
-0.154t
-0.097!
-0.0861
-0.074
-0.042!
-0.0341
-0.028;
I
-0.229
-0.164
-0.077
-0.052
-0.046 -0.035
-0.0511 -0.033
-0.038i -0.021
-0.002_ 0.012
O.O06j 0.021
0.0161 0.027
-0.020
-0.009
0.025
0.036
0.040
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Table 3.10 Induced coefficient of surface pressure
atR= 12.1 and Mj =0.91
0.315 o.2211 -oo741 -0.705 t -1.502i -2.7081 -3.312t -3.28(
1
-2.1420.191 0.1231 -0.097! -0.422r -1.0441 -1.697 -2.13:
0.138 0.0761 -0.107 "0.391 "0.g26i -1.504 -1.900 -1.92;
0.102' 0.0401 -0.129 -0.380 -0.8401 -1.357 -1.703 -1.733
0.0091 "0.0181 -0.166 -0.370i "0.727i -1.148 -1.423 -1.48(
-0.036 -0.073i -0.190 -0.3121 -0.6641 -0.999: -1.238
-0.118
-0.181
-0.157i -0.236
-0.202t -0.269
-0.2101 -0.279-0.209
-1.29
-0.357! -0.5701 -0.8591 -1.0611 -1.05(
-0.6801 -0.835 -0.88. _
-0.6271 -0.718 -0.771
-0.3311 -0.511/
-0.350i -0 48gt
-0.223 -0.2301 -0.277 -0.3461 -0.4671 -0.557 -0.658 -0.687
-0.229 -0.2451 -0.277 -0.330 i -0.424I -0.501 -0.603 -0.611
-0.222 -0.233t -0.269 -0.3081 ! -0.485 -0.550 -0.56t
-0.2181 -0.238r -0.253 -0.2821 -0.357! -0.44" -0.498t -0.522
-0.217 -0.214 -0.228 -0.270! -0.335 i -0.4031 -0.458 -0.481
-0.196 -0.2081 -0.226 -0.252! -0.3161 -0.376 -0.422f
-0.176 -0.1g2r -0.20g -0.23gF -0.292! -0.346 -0.38g -0.405
-0.184 -0.175! -0.207l i -0.274i -0.326 -0.360 -0.374
-0.183 -0.174t -0.181 -0.1g51 -0.2531 -0.308 -0.322 -0.351
-0.162 -0.1641 -0.1691 "0.200i -0.241i -0.282 -0.314 -0.326
-0.122 "0.140I -0.143 "0.151i -0.183i -0.245 -0.256
"0.1381 -0.133} "0.124 -0.125i -0.162! -0.1901 "0.220' -0.232
-0.128j -0.1241 -0.110 -0.127i -0.143i -0.168i -0.1931 -0.207
i
+150 ° +160 ° +170 ° i+180 =
-3.286 -2.3801 -1.319 I -0.908 i -0.7601 -0.684 -0.662
-2.133 -1.711 -1.131 -0.8701 -0.787 -0.681
riD
-0.976
-0.904 i
-1.922 -1.550! -0.865J
-0.634
-1.036 -0.8321 -0.673 -0.630
-1.737 -1.427! -0.985 -0.821 -0.7651 -0.609t -0.622 -0.589
-1.480 -1.247 i -0.886 -0.723 -0.698i -0.472 -0.500
-1.297 -1.105! -0.808 -0.6421 -0.589l -0.512 -0.397 -0.389
-1.050 -0.9241 -0.681 -o.52o I -0.439i -0.305 -0.266
-0.885 -0.7831 -0.603 -0.430 -0.387] -0.305 -0.209 -0.191
-0.770 -0.697 -0.526i -0.371 -0.307 -0.248 -0.161 -0.153
-0.687 -0.608 -0.473 -0.321 -0.202 -0.125 -0.123
-0.611 -0.562i -0.431 -0.280 -0.222 -0.175 -0.110 -0.113
-0.568 -0.530 -0.418 -0.272 -0.211 -0.173 -0.121 -0.100
-0.522 -0.479 -0.384 -0.245 -0.181 -0.150: -0.1081 -0.081
-0.481 -0.442 -0.354 -0.220 -0.155 -0.128 -0.096 -0.074
-0.404 -0.317 -0.205 -0.127 -0.114 -0.079 -0.063
-0.405 -0.300 -0.193 -0.114
-0.278
-0.264
-0.374
-0.351
-0.181-0.349
-0.166
-0.093
-0.088
-0.096
-0.087
-0.072
-0.061
-0.078 -0.054
-0.051
-0.043
-0.035
-0.326 -0.249 -0.074 -0.066 -0.047 -0.031
-0.039
-0.028 i
-0.023[
-0.183
-0.165
-0.256
-0.033 -0.021
-0.027 -0.014
-0.013 -0.0041
-0.246i
-0.190!
-0.156
-0.119
-0.107
-0.097
-0.232
-0.207
-0.003
0.007
0.008
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Table 3.11 Induced coefficient of surface pressure
at R = 12.1 and Mj = 0.74
0.316t
0.186
0.236! -010581 -0.796! -1.470 -2.7741 -3.4741 -3.353
0.1251 -0.088_ -2.133i -2.133
0.133 0.079
0.093 0.039I
0.001 -0.0241
-0.050 -0.0991
-0.135 -0.1661
-0.196 -0.214!
-0.222 -0.2251
-0.236 -0.244i
-0.241 -0.255 t
-0.234
-0.230
-0.227
-0.207
-0.185
-0.192
-0.244;
-0.405! -1.026 -1.6811
-0.099i -0.380t -0.9121 -1.494t
-0.124i -0.371 -0.830 -1.347!
-0.167! -0.365t -0.723 -1.1421
-0.1931 -0.343! -0.6621 -0.996[
-0.244i -0.575
-0.2741
-0.287 i
-0.286I
-0.284t
-0.277i
-0.247 -0.261
-0.244i -0.236
-0.3631
!
-0.3571 -0.515
-0.357 r -0.494
-0.352! -0.471
-0.3351 -0.431
-0.3151
-0.289i -0.361
-1.892i -1.923
-0.276! -0.339
-o.257! -o318i
-1.698! -1.738
-1.421 I -1.479
-1.2351 -1.295
-0.8711 -1.119i
-0710t -0.836i
-0.634i
-0.561!
-0.506!
-0.4861
-0.442t
-0.404!
-0.721
-0.658
-0.601 !
-0.5471
-0.495i
-0.455;
-0.216i -0.233 -0.377i -0.420i
-0.2o0t -0.21 61 -0.2431 -0.295i -0.347 -0.3861
-0.1821 -0.2121 i -0.276i -0.326 -0.357F
-0.1801 -0.1871 -0.200t -0.255_ -0.307
-1.000
-0.881
-0.765
-0.681
-0.607
-0.562
-0.517
-0.475
-0.400
-0.370
-0.190
-0.170 -0.1701 -0.175t -0.204) -0.2431 -0.281
-0.3191 -0.346
-0.3111 -0.322
-0.128 -0.1431 -0.1451 -0.154i -0.1831
-0.134t -0.11125' -0.127 -0.1621 -0.188
-0.124i -0.1 -0.127 -0.1431 -0.166
-0.2421 -0.252
-0.140' -0.216i -0.227
-0.1291 -0.189t -0.203
rt D +90 _ : +105" +1200 i+135° +-150 ° +160 ° +170 ° +180 °
-3.353 -2.5321 -1.3181 -0.932 -0.855t -0.714 t -0.6511 -0.626
-2.133; -1.7151 -1.119 -0.857 -0.813! -0.7361 -0.644i -0.598
-1.923!
-1.7381
-1.479
-1.295
-1.000
-0.881
-0.765
-0.681
-0.607
-0.562!
-0.51 7
-0.475
-0.400
-0.370
-0.346
-1.553
-1.425
-1.241
-1.098
-0.914
-0.772
-0.687
-0.600
-0.552
-0.52i
-0.472
-0.434
-0.398
-1.017
-0.966
-0.866
-0.786
-0.659
-0.584
-0.507
-0.454
-0.412
-0.407
-0.374
-0.345
-0.309
-0.292
-0.344 -0.272
-0.325i -0.258
-0.819l -0.7781
-o.1621
-0.777
-0.6811
-0.602
-0.485
-0.345
-0.300
-0.260
-0.258
-0.234
-0.211
-0.196
-0.185
-0.175
-0.160
-o.712! -o.553!
-0.6451
-0.540i -0.470
-0.403
-0.3561 -0.2791
-0.280
-0.202
-0.199
-0.173
-0.148
-0.122
-0.109:
-0.090i
-0.0841
-0.228i
-0.187
-0.159
-0.161
-0.141
-0.121
-0.106
-0.089
-0.081
-0.073
-0.6351 -0.598
-0.582 t -0.564
-0.431! -0.478
-0.3621 -0.366
-0.2881 -0.243
-0.179
-0.139
-0.103
-0.087
-0.107
-0.097
-0.086
-0.069
-0.064
-0.053
-0.173
-0.134
-0.105
-0.100
-0.084
-0.066
-0.059
-0.050
-0.039
-0.032
-O.O02p
-0.322 -0.244 -0.151 -0.071i -0.062 -0.039 -0.0231
-0.252! -0.242 -0.117 -0.0381 -0.031 -0.017 0.0031
-0.227 _ -0.178i -0.106 -0.030i -0.025 -0.010 0.0131
-0.203 -0.1871 -0.096 -0.025i -0.0111 0.0131
-0.046 -0.025i
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Table 3.12 Induced coefficient of surface pressure
at R = 11.9 and Mj = 0.50
r/D
0.307! 0.217
0,176j 0,099
0.123 i 0.058
0.0781 0.016
-0.011
-0,068
-0.153
-0,208
-0.235
-0,246
-0.250
-0.240
-0.235
-0.234
-0.21 0
-0,180
-0.194
-0.195
-0,170
-0.123
-0.048
-0.108
-0.183
-0.229
-0.242
-0,263
-0.263
-0.253
-0.256
-O.lOOi
-0.122
-0,131
-0.150
-0,193
-0,212
-0,267
-O.286
-0,301
-0.302
-0.297
-0.291
-0.270
-0.234 -0.238
-0.221 -0.240
-0.201 -0,219
-0.181 -0,217
-0.183 -0.189
-0.172 -0.178
-0.145i -0.152
-0.138 -0.127-0.142
-0.1291 -0.131 -0.114
-1.175i -1.5281 -3.0531 -3.977! -3.713
-0.443i -1.070i_-1730, -2192
-0.4161 -0.9541 -1.538! -1.943
-0,406I -0.865! -1.387', -1.745
-0,395 -0.754 -1.175i -1.4591
-0356 -06881 -1022 -1266q
-0.3g0 -0.5g71-0.842! !
-2.21C
-1.992
-1.80C
-1,525
-1.216
-0.372t -0.538 i -0.728i -0.851i
-0.374! "0.5141 -0.6501 -0.7331 -0.778
-0.371! -0.484! -0.5731 -0.670i -0.691
-0.814
-0.348! -0.447l -0.513! -0.606i -0.617
-0.3261 ! -0.498t -0.557[ -0.57:
-0.297 i -0.3731 -0.452' -0.505I -0.527
-0.2821 -0.3481 -0.412' -0.463I -0.483
-0.2641 -0.3261 -0.3861 -0.4281
-0.250] -0.302! -0.3541 -0.394 i -0.408
I -0,282r -0.332! -0.3651 -0.377
-0,201 i -0.259i -0.3131 -0.330l -0.351
p
-0.209t -0.250_ -0287_ -0.316c -0327
-0.157i -0.168i -o.247i -o257
-0.128l -0.1661 -0.191i -0.220! -0.231
-0.1331 -0.1481 -0.172! -0.1951 -0.208
+90° +105 '= i+120 °. +135 ° +150 ° +160 ° +170 ° +180 °
-3.713 -3.090
-2.210 -1.83!
-1.992 -1,660
-1.800 -1.5O3
-1.427
-1.184
-1.052
-0.997
-0.9031 -0.736i -0.643r
q
-0.8161 -0.721 -0.644i
[
-0.7741 -0.688t
i
-0.7271 -0.61 71 -0.4501
-0.550i
-0.579:
-0.547
-0.530:
-0.478,
-0.563
-0.493
-0.492
-0.466
-1.525 -1.296 -0.881 -0.6151 } -0.324 -0.387
-1.216 -1.139 -0.794 -0.539 -0.4511 -0.384i -0.273 -0.287
-0.650 -0.437 -0.329i t -0.248 -0.21 7
-0.814 -0.570 -0.301 i -0,2311 -0.134 -0.163
-0.778 -0.701 -0.492 -0.309 -0.217! -0,1861 -0.098 -0.121
-0,691 -0.608 -0.432 -0.270 ! -0.147! -0.058 -0.095
-0.617 -0.557 -0.393 -0.231 -0.160 ! -0.125! -0.049_ -0.095
-0,572 -0.528 -0,414 -0.257 -0.184J -0.1491 -0,096 -0.074
-0.527 -0,480 -0.381 -0.239 -0.161 i -0.132! -0.0881 -0.058
-0.483 -0,442 -0.352 -0.215 -0.1111 -0,077 _ -0.052
-0.315
-0.299-0,408
-0.405 -0.061
-0.056i
-0.201
-0,191
-0.137l
-0.1 15! -0.098!
-0104i -0083
-0.043
-0,032
-0,377 -0,352 -0,278 -0.180 -0.084J -0.0751 -0.047! -0.026
-0,351 -0.331 -0.264 -0.164 -0,082J -0.0681 -0,042! -0.019
-0,327 -0.251 -0,156 -0.071 -0.057i -0.0361 -0.018
-0,257 -0,247 -0.124 -0.040! -0.0271 -0,014: 0.006
-0,231
-0.208 -0.190
-0,184 -0.111
-0.103-0.167
-0.0341 -0.0201 -0.004
-0.0301 -0.0081 0.001
0,014
0.014
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Table 3.13 Pressure transducer accuracy
rransducer FuIt Scale
in. H20 69.253 20 1 0
psi 2.5 0.72199 ! 0.36100
psf 360 103.967 I 51.983
Transducer uncertainty by transducer full:scale
R Mach q uncart, p uncert, p uncert, p uncert. Cp uncert. Cp uncert. Cp
Jet 2.5psi 20 in. 10 in. 2.5psi 20 in. 10 in.
* * (psf) (-_psf) (_psf) (i-psf) (+_Cp) (+_Cp) {+_Cp)
4 0.50 i 24.21 0.360 0.104 0.052 0.0149 O.0O43 0.0021
4 0.74 54.26 0.360 0.104 0.052 0.0066 0.0019 0.0010
6 0.50 10.82 0.360 0.104 0.052 0.0333 0.0096 0.0048
6 0.74 24.62 0.360 0.104 0.052 0.0146 0.0042 0.0021
6 0.91 39.12 0.360 0.104 0.052 0.0092 0.0027 0.0013
8 0.50 6.08 0.360 0.104 0.052 0.0592 0.0171 0.0085
0.74 13.71 0.360 0.104 0.052 0.0263 0.0076 0.00388
8 21.98
2.71
0.360 0.104 0.052 0.0164 0.0047 0.0024
0.360 0.104 0.052 0.1328 0.0384 0.0192
0.360 0.104 0.052 0.0577 0.0167 0.0083
0.360 0.104 0.052 0.0371 0.0107 0.0054
0,0107
0.0050
0.0054
0.0025
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PROGRAM idvall
c
C ii 15 92 1042 pm Robert F. Dennis
* filename: LDVALL6.FOR adapted for jetdata with init data
* THIS PROGRAM IS DESIGNED TO READ THE FIRST 15 LINES OF TEXT OF EACH
* DATA FILE GENERATED WITH THE LDV SYSTEM, calc velocity, read traverse
* locations from both initfile and runfile,and read swits data from
* file SWITSLIST.DAT note: only for initfiles 0 to 99 (inn*2)
* recalc sample statistics ---feet per sec --
* output filemame is: idvlist**to**.dac
* compact file form lines 0 and 1 only
* excludes samps for both deviation and zero f
* -separate zeri filter
* eliminates most runtime messages (for speed)
CHARACTER FILENAM*II,R*I,RUN*3,P*I,PNT*2,DAT*4,B*2,BAK*2
CHARACTER initnam*10, inn*2,init*4,opt*l,dac*4
character idvnam*17,1dvh*7 ,to*2,firstr*2,1astr*2
character reml*58,rem2*58,rem3*58,date*16,time*16
c
c
c
c
c
integer nchan,idbs, ico(3),indchan
integer nbadl(3),ndl(3),nbad2(3),nd2(3)
# ,nbadz(3) ,ndz(3)
real incrm, mjet
real f(1000,3),fd(1000,3)
real dmsv (3)
real v(1000,3)
# ,vgz(1000,3),vbadz(1000,3)
# ,vgl(1000,3),vbadl(1000,3)
# ,vg2(1000,3),vbad2(1000,3)
real delx(3),ndata(3)
# ,ztol,kdevl,kdev2
real
#
#
#
vavg0(3),vdev0(3),vhi,vlo
,vavgz(3),vdevz(3)
,vavgl(3),vdevl(3)
,vavg2(3),vdev2(3),vdevn(3)
real fdavg0(3),fmavg0(3)
# ,fdavgz(3),fmavgz(3)
# ,fdavgl(3),fmavgl(3)
# ,fdavg2(3),fmavg2(3)
DIMENSION X(4), Y(4), Z(4),ICLC(4),DMDIR(4)
dimension xt(4),yt(4),zt(4),xc(ll),yc(ll),zc(ll)
LOGICAL CHECK
DATA P,R,DAT, B, init /'P','R', '.DAT', '.B', 'init'/
data idvh, to, dac / 'idvlist', 'to', '.dac' /
c ............. initial values
ifirst = 27
ilast : 27
c
lastpnt= 15
c
lastbak= 4
c---meas.freq and deviation tolerances--
ztol = .5
kdevl = 4.0
kdev2 = 3.0
c ........ imputs
810 format(/,ix, 'PROGRAM LDVALL.FOR - idv/swits data log'
# ,//,ix, ' enter first run:')
815 format(J3)
820 format(/,'
825 format(/,'
827 format(al)
830 format(/,'
835 format(f5.2)
840 format(/,'
850 format(/,'
860 format(/,'
c
c
c
c
89O
enter last run:')
enter new parameters? y ro n: ,)
enter first deviation limit(4.0):')
enter second dev limit(3.0) :')
enter maximum point numb.(15):')
enter maximum backup numb.(4):')
write(*,810
read(*,815
write(*,820
read(*,815
ifirst
ilast
write(*,825
read(*,827 opt
if((opt.eq. Y').or.(opt.eq.'y')) then
write (*, 830)
read(*,835) fin
if(fin.ne.0) kdevl=fin
write(*,840)
read(*,835) fin
if(fin.ne.0) kdev2=fin
write(*,850)
read(*,815) iin
if(iin.ne.0) lastpnt=iin
write(*,860)
read(*,815) iin
if(iin.ne.0) lastbak=iin
endif
continue
print*, 'parameters are:'
write(*,*) kdevl,kdev2,1astpnt,lastbak
c
c
C - conversion factors
pi = 3.141593
C ........ counters ...........
jjj = 0
flagl = 0
c start output list
c
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CCCC
CCC
C
WRITE(firstr, ' (I2) ') ifirst
WRITE(lastr , ' (I2)') ilast
idvnam = idvh//firstr//to//lastr//dac
print*,' .... START FILE PROCESSING ....
OPEN(UNIT=9,FILE=Idvnam, STATUS='NEW',recl=460
OPEN(UNIT=9,FILE=Idvnam, STATUS='NEW',
#FORM='FORMATTED',RECL=430,ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL
C .......... heading ...........................
710 format(iX,'file: ',a17, ' for LDV runs ',i2, ' to ',i2
# , ' - tabular data ;idv and swits',/)
c
write(9,710) idvnam, ifirst,ilast
c ........... colm.labels .............................
cNote:label format 720 is with list colm.write stms.for clarity
write(9,720)
print*,' labels written'
c
c%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% input data %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
c%%%%%%%% run loop %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
c
DO 50 IR = ifirst,ilast
12
cgoto
c
301
303
304
#
3O5
306
IRUNUM = IR
WRITE(RUN, '(I3)') IRUNUM
write(inn, '(i2)') irunum
initnam = init//inn//dat
CHECK=.TRUE.
format(ix, 'testing for ',al0)
write(*,12) initnam
INQUIRE(FILE=INITNAM, EXIST=CHECK)
if (.NOT.CHECK) then
print*,' no such initfile'
GO TO 41
endif
OPEN(UNIT=II,FILE=initnam, STATUS='OLD',recI=350)
format(//,19x, i2)
format(///,6x,a58,////,6x,a58,/,6x,a58)
format(/////,gx, f8.3,2x, fS.3,2x, f8.3,//
,9x, fS.3,2x, f8.3,2x, f8.3)
format(t29,f7.3)
format(t43,il,lx, il,lx, il)
read(ll,301)infr
read(ll,303)reml,rem2,rem3
read(ll,304) Xt(1),Yt(1),Zt(1), Xt(3),Yt(3),Zt(3)
read(ll,305)incrm
read(ll,306) iacl,iac2,iac3
indchan = iacl+iac2+iac3
read(ll,306) ico(1),ico(2),ico(3)
indcoin = icol+ico2+ico3
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CLOSE(UNIT:II,STATUS:'KEEP')
print*, ..... INITFILE READ .....
calc. incr. components .............
xlen : xt(3)-xt(1)
ylen = yt(3)-yt(1)
zlen = zt(3)-zt(1)
tlen = sqrt( xlen**2 + ylen**2 + zlen**2 )
rinc = sqrt( (incrm/tlen)**2 )
xinc = rinc*xlen
yinc = rinc*ylen
zinc = rinc*zlen
cjinc = sqrt( ( tlen/incrm )**2 )
jinc = int(cjinc)
xc(1) = Xt(1)
yc(1) = Yt(1)
zc(1) = Zt(1)
do 68 jj = 2, jinc+l
xc(jj) = Xt(1)+(jj-l)*xinc
yc(jj) = Yt(1)+(jj-l)*yinc
zc(jj) = Zt(1)+(jj-l)*zinc
68 continue
xc(jinc+2) = Xt(3)
yc(jinc+2) = Yt(3)
zc(jinc+2) = Zt(3)
ntpnt = jinc+2
c :if no initfile for run
41 continue
c
C%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% point loops %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
C
imseq = 0
itpnt = 0
c
c
c
C
C
C
DO 45 IP = l,lastpnt
IPTNUM : IP
WRITE(PNT, '(I2)') IPTNUM
DO 43 IB = l,lastbak
IBAK : IB - 1
WRITE(BAK, ' (I2)') IBAK
IF (IBAK.EQ.0) THEN
FILENAM = R//RUN//P//PNT//DAT
ELSE
FILENAM = R//RUN//P//PNT /B//BAK
ENDIF
IF (FILENAM(2:2).EQ.' ') FILENAM(2:2) =
IF (FILENAM(3:3).EQ.' ') FILENAM(3:3) =
IF (FILENAM(6:6).EQ.' ') FILENAM(6:6) =
IF (FILENAM(10:I0).EQ.' ) FILENAM(10:I0
0 1
0'
0'
_0 I
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CCC
cgoto
13 format(ix, 'testing for ',all)
cbob write(*,13) filenam
c .............. test existance ..............
CHECK=.TRUE.
INQUIRE(FILE=FILENAM, EXIST=CHECK)
IF (.NOT.CHECK) then
print*, 'no such pointfile'
GO TO 42
ENDIF
C ...............
C
C
C
C
600
610
615
620
630
C
cc 640
C
640
C
65O
660
if pointfile exists .....
imrun=irunum
imseq=imseq+l
impnt=iptnum
imbak=ibak
if(ibak.eq.O) itpnt=itpnt+l
imxseq=imseq
imxpnt=iptnum
imxbak=ibak
i2wrt = 0
OPEN(UNIT=8,FILE=FILENAM, STATUS='OLD')
read point data
FORMAT
#I2, /)
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
(//,10X, I4,6X, I4,8X, I4,8X,2(I2,1H/),I4,8X,2(I2,1H:),
(36X,F8.3,7X,F8.3,7X,F8.3)
(35X,FS.3,7X,FS.3,7X,FS.3)
(/,iSX, I5)
(36X, I4,//)
FORMAT (IX, I3,2F9 .i, 4X, F5. i, F9.2, F6. i, FI0.3, FII. i, I9)
FORMAT (t36,F5.2)
format(/////,/////,////)
format(t26,3(f7.2,1x))
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CC
cbob
CC
CCC
C
READ(8,600
READ(8,610
READ(8,615
READ(8,610
write
READ(8,620
READ(8,630
ITEST, IRUN, IPT, IMON, IDAY, IYR, IHR, IMIN, ISEC
x(1),Y(1),z(1)
X(2) ,Y(2),Z(2)
X(3) ,Y(3),Z(3)
*,*) x(3),y(3),z(3)
IDBS
NCHAN
if(nchan.ne.indchan) then
print*, 'NOTE: indchan/nchan mismatch, see below:'
write(*,*) indchan, nchan
else
print*,' channel
endif
DO 30 J = I,NCHAN
READ(8,640)dmsv(j)
print*, 'downmix is:'
write(*,*) dmsv(J)
number match'
3O
CCC
CCC
C
C
CC
CC
31
CONTINUE
print*, 'reading freq values for idbs ='
write(*,*) idbs
read(8,650)
do 31 i = l, idbs
READ(8,660) f(i,l),f(i,2),f(i,3
check first,last 2
if((i.lt.3).or.(i.gt.(idbs-2)
write(*,*) i,f(i,l),f(i,2)
continue
C .........................
cbob print*, 'point data read'
CLOSE(UNIT=8,STATUS='KEEP')
)
f(i,3)
130
37
36
C
c%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% stand dev + bad samples %%%%%%%%
C--- note: vbad(j) must be reset out of chan loop(memory)-
do 36 j = l,nchan
do 37 n = 1 ,idbs
vbadz(N,J) = 0
vgz(n,j) = 0
vbadl(N,J) = 0
vgl(n,j) = 0
vbad2(N,J) = 0
vg2(n,j) = 0
continue
continue
C**************** channel loop ***************
DO 25 J = I, NCHAN
NBADz(J) = 0
NBADI(J) : 0
NBAD2(J) = 0
NDATA(J) = 0
vSUM = 0
various samples loops
-- velocity conversion ......
delx(1) = +18.83
delx(2) = -17.60
delx(3) = -19.72
15
14
do 15 n : l,idbs
fd(n,j) : f(n,j)-40+dmsv(j)
v(n,j) : (fd(n,j)*delx(j))/.3048
continue
..... raw (0) v average + reset .........
vSUM = 0
DO 14 N = i, idbs
vSUM : vSUM + V(N,J)
CONTINUE
vAVG0(J) = vSUM / idbs
if(j.eq.l) then
write(*,*) vavg0(j)
endif
...... 0 stand dev ........
vSUMD = 0
DO 16 N : i, idbs
vSUMD = vSUMD+ (v(N,J) - vAVG0(J))**2
16 CONTINUE
C
vdev0(j)=sqrt(vsumd/idbs)
C ............
if(j.eq.l) then
print*, 'dev0=:'
write(*,*) vdev0(j)
endif
c ........... zero filter
c ......... exclude zero f samples .......
NBADz(J) : 0
DO 69 N = i, idbs
c this chan
IF ( f(n,j).it.ztol ) THEN
vBADz(N,J) = 1
NBADz(J) = NBADz(J) + 1
ENDIF
other chan if coin---
DO 68 K : I, NCHAN
IF ( K.EQ.J ) GO TO 18
IF (ico(J).EQ.I.AND.vBADz(N,J) .EQ.I )
IF ( ico(K).EQ.l )
ENDIF
68 CONTINUE
CONTINUE
if(j.eq.l) then
print*, 'nbadz=:'
write(*,*) nbadz (j)
endif
cbb
cbb
cbb
cbb
cbb
cbb
cbb
C
69
THEN
vBADz(N,K) = 1
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CC
7O
.......... calc z mean dopp freq.- ..........
NDATA(J) = 0
SUMv = 0
DO 70 N = i, idbs
IF (vBADz(N,J).EQ.0) THEN
NDATA(J) = NDATA(J) + 1
SUMv = SUMv + v(N,J)
vgz(ndata(j),j) = v(n,j)
ENDIF
CONTINUE
ndz(j) = ndata(j)
write(*,*) ndz(j)
if (ndz(j).gt.0) then
vavgz(J) = sumv/ ndz(j)
else
vavgz(j) : 0
endif
if(j.eq.l) then
print*, 'uavgz::'
write(*,*) vavgz(j)
endif
...... z stand dev ........
vSUMD = 0
DO 71 N = i, ndz(j)
CC
C
C
CC
CC
cbb
cbb
cbb
cbb
cbb
cbb
cbb
C
19
71
18
vSUMD = vSUMD + (vgz(N,J)
CONTINUE
vAVGz(J) )**2
if (ndz(j).gt.0) then
vdevz(J) : SQRT(vsumd/ndz(j))
else
vdevz(j) = 99.99
endif
if(j.eq.l) then
print*, 'devz=:'
write(*,*) vdevz(j)
endif
ist (a) filtering
---ist hi-lo limits ........
vhi = vAVG0(J) + kdevl*vDEVz(J)
vlo = vAVG0(J) - kdevl*vDEVz(J)
......... exclude bad samples .......
NBADI (J) = 0
DO 19 N = i, ndz(j)
this chan
IF ( v(N,J).GT.vHI .OR. v(N,J).LT.vLO ) THEN
IF ((v(N,J).GT.vHI).OR.(v(N,J).LT.vLO).OR.
(f(n,j).it.ztol)) THEN
vBADI(N,J) = 1
NBADI(J) = NBADI(J) + 1
ENDIF
--- other chan if coin---
DO 18 K = i, NCHAN
IF ( K.EQ.J ) GO TO 18
IF ( ico(J).EQ.I.AND.vBADI(N,J).EQ.I )
IF ( ico(K).EQ.l ) vBADI(N,K)
ENDIF
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
if(j.eq.l) then
print*, 'nbadl=:'
write(*,*) nbadl(j)
endif
THEN
= 1
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CC
2O
.......... calc 1 mean dopp freq.- ..........
NDATA(J) = 0
SUMv = 0
DO 20 N = I, ndz(j)
IF (vBADI(N,J).EQ.0) THEN
NDATA(J) = NDATA(J) + 1
SUMv = SUMv + v(N,J)
vgl(ndata(j),j) = v(n,j)
ENDIF
CONTINUE
ndl(j) = ndata(j)
write(*,*) ndl(j)
if (ndl(j).gt.0) then
vavgl(J) = sumv/ ndl(j)
else
vavgl(j) : 0
CC
CC
CC
CC
C
21
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
c 22
C
17
CC
CC
CC
CC
endif
if(j.eq.l) then
print*, 'uavgl=:'
write(*,*) vavgl(j)
endif
...... 1 stand dev ........
vSUMD : 0
DO 21 N = i, ndl(j)
vSUMD = vSUND + (vgl(N,J)
CONTINUE
vAVGI(J) )**2
if (ndl(j).gt.0) then
vdevl(J) : SQRT(vsumd/ndl(j))
else
vdevl(j) = 99.99
endif
2nd filtering
vhi = vAVGI(J) + kdev2*vDEVl(J)
vlo = vAVGI(J) - kdev2*vDEVl(J)
......... exclude bad samples ...............
NBAD2(J) = 0
DO 17 N = i, ndl(j)
IF (vgI(N,J).GT.vHI.OR.vgI(N,J) .LT.vLO) THEN
vBAD2(N,J) = 1
NBAD2(J) = NBAD2(J) + 1
ENDIF
DO 22 K = i, NCHAN
IF ( K.EQ.J ) GO TO 22
IF ( ico(J).EQ.I.AND.vBAD2(N,J).EQ.I ) THEN
IF ( ico(K).EQ.l ) vBAD2(N,K) = 1
ENDIF
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
if(j.eq.l) then
print*, 'nbad2=:'
write(*,*) nbad2(j)
endif
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CC
23
.......... 2 calc mean v.- ..........
NDATA (J ) = 0
SUMv : 0
DO 23 N : i, ndl (j )
IF (vBAD2(N,J .EQ.0) THEN
NDATA(J) = NDATA(J) + 1
SUMv = SUMv + vgl (N, J)
vg2(ndata(j) j) = vgl(n,j)
ENDIF
CONTINUE
nd2(j) = ndata(j
write(*,*) nd2 (j)
if (nd2(j).gt.0) then
vAVG2 (J) : SUMv/ nd2 (j )
else
vavg2(j) = 0
endif
cc
cc
cc
cc
if(j.eq.l) then
print*, 'uavg2=:'
write(*,*) vavg2(j)
endif
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c
c
cc
cc
cc
cc
24
...... 2 stand dev ........
vSUMD = 0
DO 24 N = i, nd2(j)
vSUMD = vSUMD + (vg2(N,J) - vAVG2(J) )**2
CONTINUE
if (nd2(j).gt.0) then
vdev2(J) = SQRT(vsumd/nd2(j))
else
vdev2(j) = 99.99
endif
......... normalized .....
if(abs(vavg2(j)).gt.(.01)) then
vdevn(j)=vdev2(j)/abs(vavg2(j))
else
vdevn(j)= 8.888
endif
if (vdevn(j).ge.10) vdevn(j)=9.999
if(j.eq.l) then
print*, 'dev2=:'
write(*,*) vdev2(j),vdevn(j)
endif
fmavg calc.
fdavg0(j
fmavg0(j
fdavgl(j
fmavgl(j
fdavg2(j
fmavg2(j
= vavg0(j)*.3048/delx(j)
= fdavg0 (j) +40-dmsv (j)
= vavgl(j)*.3048/delx(j)
=fdavgl (j) +40-dmsv(j )
: vavg2(j)*.3048/delx(j)
= fdavg2 (j) +40-dmsv (j)
c
cc if(j.eq.l) then
cc print*, 'fmavg0=:'
cc write(*,*) fmavg0(j)
cc endif
cbob
c
400
c
402
cc
end sample loops
25 CONTINUE
C***************** end channel loop ***************
c
c%%%%%%%%%%% find and read switslist data for idv point %%%%%%%%%
c
OPEN(UNIT=II,FILE='switslist.dat',STATUS=,OLD,,recI=450)
print*, 'start swits search'
run search
format(//)
read(ll,400)
do 404 is = 1,130
format(t5,i3,tl0,I3)
read(ll,402,err=405) isrun, isseq
write(*,*) isrun, isseq, ir
if(isrun.eq. IR) go to 406
404
405
cgoto
406
c
ccc
continue
print*, 'no such switsrun'
go to 42
continue
point search
print*, 'point search
itldv=60* ihr+ imin
if(isec.ne.0) itldv=itldv+l
do 416 is = 1,15
c .................... loop ........
410 format( t5, i3 , tl0, i3
# ,t25, i3 , t30, i3
# ,tS0, f9.3, t70, f9.3
# ,t80, f9.3, t90, f9.3
c
cc
cc
cc
c
cc
read(ll,410) isrun, isseq
read(ll,410,err=420 isrun, isseq
,ishr, ismin
,rjet,mjet
,vtun,vjet
write(*,*) isrun, lsseq, ishr, ismin
write(*,*) rjet,mjet,vtun,vjet
write(*,*) is, ishr,ismin
c
cbob
c
cbob
c
c
416
........ tests ............
if(isrun.gt. IR) then
print*, 'end of run'
go to 417
endif
itswt=60*ishr+ismin
if(itswt.ge.itldv) then
print*, 'later swits °
go to 417
endif
.... replace old values ....
iosseq=isseq
iohr=ishr
iomin= ismin
iotswt=itswt
orjet:rjet
omjet=mjet
ovtun=vtun
ovjet:vjet
....... endloop ......
continue
go to 418
c ............. pos test ....
420 print*, 'end of switslist'
417 continue
ccc print*, 'switspoint found'
c
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cc
idts : itldv-iotswt
write(*,*) itldv, iotswt,idts
if(idts.lt.l) print*, 'data time close'
c
go to 419
C ......................
418 print*, 'switspoint NOT found'
C ......
419 CLOSE(UNIT=ll,STATUS='KEEP')
c
c%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% write idv output Iist%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
c
c
720
c
cc
cc
cc
c
c
..... column label format (written before run loop)---
format(ix, 'id, ',t5, ' datafile, '
# ,t16, ' run , :, '
# ,t25, 'msq,mpt,mbk, tsq,:, '
# ,t45,'mxs,mxp,mxb,uft, :, '
# ,t65, 'hr, min, sec, :, '
# ,t80, ' x loctn, y loctn, z loctn,:, °
# ,tll0, 'swsq, Rjet , Mjet , Vtun , Vjet , :, '
# ,t150, 'samp, '
# ,t155,'tolA, tolB, co2,co4,co6,:, '
# ,tlS0, ' Uo (fps), Ua (fps), Ub (fps),
# ,t210, 'Udevo,Udeva,Udevb, bada,badb, '
# ,t240, ' ndev, FmUo, FmUa, FmUb,:, '
#
#
#
,t180, 'Uo;fps,Uz;fps,Ua;fps,Ub;fps, '
,t208, 'Udevo,Udevz,Udeva,Udevb,badz,bada,badb, °
,t247, ° FmUo,FmUz,FmUa,FmUb, '
,t270, 'Wo;fps,Wz;fps,Wa;fps,Wb;fps, '
,t298, 'Wdevo,Wdevz,Wdeva,Wdevb, badz,bada,badb, °
,t337, ' FmWo,FmWz,FmWa,FmWb, '
# ,t360,
# ,t388,
# ,t427,
'Vo;fps,Vz;fps,Va;fps,Vb;fps, ,
Vdevo,Vdevz,Vdeva,Vdevb, badz,bada,badb, '
FmVo,FmVz,FmVa,FmVb,'
,t450, end')
....... first run line format (id=0)
format(ix, il, ', ',t5,9x, ', '
# ,t16,i3, ',:')
....... full list primary format
-- datafile id--
format(ix, il, ', ',t5,all,',
# ,t17,i3, ',:, '
--sequence data--
# ,t25,4( i2,', '),':,'
--run summary--
# ,t45,4( i2, ' '),
# ,t45,' .... :,
--time--
# ,t65,3( i2,', ' ,':,'
--location--
# ,t80,3(f7.3, ', ' , ':,,
I : ; i
(id=l) .........
I
c
c
c
730
c
c
c
740
c
c
ccc
c
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CC
CC
CC
C
C
C
C
750
C
C
760
--swits--
,tllO,i3, ', ',tl15,4(f6.2, ,,
--idv param--
t150,i4,' 'r
t155,2(f3.1, ', '),3(i2,',
--chan 2.1dv data+stats--
,) , ,t : i
,) , ,t : t
,t180,3(f8.2, ', ')
,t210,3(f6.2,', '),i4, ', ',i3, ,, ,
,t240,f5.3, ', ',3(f5.3, ,, ,), , :, ,
t180,4(f7.2, ',')
t212,4(f6.2, ','),i3, , ,i2, ', ,i2, ', '
,t250,4(f4.2, ', ')
#
#
#
--chan 4--
,t270,4(f7.2, ',')
,t302,4(f6.2,', '),i3, , ,i2, ', ,i2, ',
,t340,4(f4.2, , ')
--chan 6--
,t360,4(f7.2, ,')
,t392,4(f6.2, , '),i3, , ,i2, ', ,i2, ',
,t430,4(f4.2, , ')
,t450)
........ point summary format (id=2)-(line 43 ....
format(ix, il, °, °,tS,9x, ', '
# ,t16,i3, ', :, '
# ,t25,2(2x, ', ',i2, ', '), ':, '
# ,t45,2(2x, ', '),i2, ', , : ')
........ run summary format (id=3)--(line 45) .....
format(Ix, il, ', ',t5,9x, ', '
# ,t16,i3,',:, '
# ,t25,' .... :,,
# ,t45,2(i2,', '),2x, ', ',i2,',:')
C
¢ write list
cc print*, 'start datapoint write'
C
c---write new run line ...............
if(iflagl.eq.O) then
id = 0
ccc write(9,730) id, irunum
iflagl = 1
endif
c
c .... correct runfile traverse info---
if(irunum.ge.42) then
xtt = x(2)
ytt = y(2)
ztt = z(2)
else
xtt = xc(itpnt)
ytt = yc(itpnt)
ztt = zc(itpnt)
endif
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c---full
CCC
C
CC
CC
CC
CC
C
i/o
id : 1
write(9,740)
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
list .......................
id, filenam
,irunum
,imseq, impnt,imbak, itpnt
,imxseq, imxpnt,imxbak, iufp
,ihr, imin, isec
,xtt,ytt,ztt
,iosseq, orjet,omjet,ovtun,ovjet
,idbs
,kdevl,kdev2,ico(1),ico(2),ico(3)
,vavgO(1), vavgl(1), vavg2
,vdevO(1), vdevl(1), vdev2
, nbadl(1), nbad2
,vdevn(1),fmavgO(1),fmavgl
i)
i)
I)
1 ) , fmavg2
# , vavg 0
# , vdevO
#
# ,fmavgO
, vavgz(1), vavgl
, vdevz(1), vdevl
, nbadz(1), nbadl
,fmavgz(1),fmavgl
(i , vavg2(l
(i , vdev2(l
(i , nbad2(l
(i ,fmavg2(l
# , vavg0(2
# , vdev0(2
#
# ,fmavg0(2
, vavgz(2), vavgl
, vdevz(2 , vdevl
, nbadz(2 , nbadl
,fmavgz(2 ,fmavgl
(2), vavg2(2
(2), vdev2(2
(2), nbad2(2
(2),fmavg2(2
# , vavgO(3
# , vdevO(3
#
# ,fmavgO(3
, vavgz(3
, vdevz(3
, nbadz(3
,fmavgz(3
, vavgl(3), vavg2(3
, vdevl(3), vdev2(3
nbadl(3), nbad2(3t
,fmavgl(3),fmavg2(3
i)
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C
c%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
C
250 FORMAT (iX, '---
WRITE(*,250) FILENAM
jjj = jjj+l
C
c%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% loop termination
42 continue
c end nopointfile bypass
43 continue
c--write
C
CCC
CCC
CCC
end list write%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
FILE ',All,' COMPLETED')
end backup loop
point summary ....
id : 2
if(i2wrt.eq.0) then
write(9,750) id, irunum
# ,impnt,itpnt
# ,imxbak
i2wrt=l
endif
C
C ................
45 continue
c end point loop
iflagl = 0
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
c--write run summary .......
iufp = ntpnt-itpnt
id = 3
write(9,760) id, irunum
# , imxseq, imxpnt, iufp
C
C ................
50 CONTINUE
c end run loop
CLOSE(UNIT=9,STATUS='KEEP')
C
994 format(Ix, '.... JOB DONE: ',i3, ' files completed ..... )
WRITE(*,994) jjj
995 format(ix,'saved outputfile: ',a17)
write(*,995) idvnam
STOP
C%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
END
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Chapter 1
Introduction 1.0
The System 8400 is a unique data acquisition system offering a turnkey solution :o
pressure measurement while accepting analog, frequency, and di_al signals from a
variew of other sensing devices. This allows total in_e_ation of pressure,
_empera:ure, flow and various other pararne,.ers within one system to provide a
common dam path to she host computer. Pressure measurement is facilitated by
muki-channel pressure sensing modules (Electronic Pressure Scanners) integai to
the configuration, and complemented by On-Line Calibration and digital
compensation opera_ions to provide high accuracy measurement of both air and
liquid pressures.
Figure 1.h The System 8400
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The System 8400 represents a new approach to da:a acquisition: a flexible system
whose power and performance are a function of its configuration, and its
configuration is determined by :he customer's application(s).
The System is built on a parallel processing architecture to offer modular::,:, and
high-speed data acquisition and reduction. Parallei processing frees the user from
past technology, where performance was limited by a single A.© converter and one
microprocessor.
The System has a master 32-bit microprocessor which controls uo :o 64 Inzut Units.
Each Input Unit has a microprocessor and personality card(s) which def=£ its
function. A variety of Input Units allows the user to tailor his System :o s_ec!fic
measurement and performance Ievels. The modular design pe.._:nits en'.r,'-'_evei
Systems to be configured, and their performance can be enhanced Inter :'krough
expansion.
The System 8400 consis;s of one or more 19" rack mounted chassis, each :aDabie of
accepting up to eight Input Units. Each Input Unit digitizes input signais from,
devices such as electronic pressure scanners, discrete pressure transducer-,
thermocouples, flow meters, or most other analog or di_tai measurement devices.
The 8400 System Processor (SP) is the heart of the system, providing Inc'.': Unit
control, data sy-nchronization and processing, and host computer interfac!.'.g
(IEEE-488). It has a VME chassis, MC68020 microprocessor, power suppiy, and
Front Panel display. Should an application require more than eight Ir.zu: Units, an
8400 SP can be expanded locally or remotely through expansion chassi_£.
Local expansion requires a Local Slave (LS) which has eight additional slots and
communicates to the SP through the IEEE-488 interface. Up to seven Local Slaves
can be attached to the SP.
Remote expansion is accomplished with the Remote Processor (RP) which has eight
input slots. Up to four RP's may be interfaced to the SP through an R5-455
(RS-232C multidrop) communications link. The RP has its own power supply and
may be expanded by adding LS's.
Input Units can he installed in an SP, LS, or RP to provide input capabili.-:.; for the
System 8400. Maximum throughput performance is realized when the I=:ut Units
are housed in the SP.
The following Input Units are available:
1. Scanner Digitizer Unit (SDU)
2. Pressure Calibration Unit (PCU)
3. Pneumatic Input Unit (PIU)
4. Analog Input Unit (AIU)
5. Pressure Standard Unit (PSU)
6. Frequency Measurement Unit (FMU) (Available 1/92)
7. Digital Input Unit (DIU) (Available 1/92)
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The Scanner Di_tizer Unit (SDU) supports the electronic pressure scanners,
Scanners have a transducer per port which pe _rrr,its high-speed e!ec;ronic samt)iing
of multiple pressures. The System's design permits parallel addressing and multiple
SDU's for acquisition rates as high as 200,000 measurements per second.
The System is capable of satisfying _'7pical indus:riM applications or the most
complex wind tunnel or gas turbine applications, yet it is simple to config,are and
operate. The System 8400 operates in a stand-alone mode as an indeoendent
instrument, or under the control of a host computer as part of a larger data
acquisition system.
The System 8400 has a complete Front PaneI display and keyboard (and an ot_tionai
remote hand held display) to operate and diagnose each component. A series of
menus leads the user through all system operations including ini:ialization,
calibration, data acquisition, and data display.
The host computer can be a small personal computer (PC) or any. !arger computer
that supports the IEEE-488 standard interface. Control is primarqy lef_ to the SP,
inc!uding scanning, multiplexing, timing, and data conversion, thus freeing the host
to perform other functions. The host computer sends only high level commands,
usualIy three charac:ers plus parameters (i.e., channel numbers), and is signaled
when the processor completes the operation and is ready to _ransmi_ data. PSI
offers a start-up software package and a real-time data acquisition, sofv.vare package
for controlling the System 8400 via an IBM-PC ¢omoatible computer with a
National Instruments GPIB card. Contact the ADMications Depar:men; at the
factory for information on these software packages.
Version 3 is the latest version of System 8400 firmware and it offers imt_roved
performance and enhancements over Version 2 firmware. Some of the major new
features are listed below:
1. Multitasking operation (Front Panel, Remote Display and host computer);
2. Enhanced Front Panel/Remote Display features;
3. Supports optional remote display;
4. Dynamic data buffering;,
5. Data overflow protection; and,
6. Expanded data storage.
This manual is for installers, system operators, and programmers. Installation,
cable hook-up, pneumatic hook-up, programming, and operations are detailed in this
manual. Several examples, tables, photographs, and diagrams are presented as
visual aides.
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1.1 Features Of The System 8400
I. Pressure scanning up :o 50,000 oh/see, per SDU;
2. Raw data throughput up to 50,000 ch/sec.;
3. Engineering Units throughput up to 20,000 oh/see.;
4.. Up to 300,000 bytes per second data transfer (IEEE-a88);
5. Memo_ expansion to 8 MByte;
6. Simpie system configuration expansion:
7. Menu-driven Front Pz-':el diagnosucs;
8. Simplified computer ccntrol; and,
9. Flexible output formats.
System $40o
[
1.2 System Specifications
Data Acquisition Rates:
Sequential Address Mode 20.000 measurements/second
Parallel Address Mode 50,0130 measurements/second
Maximum 200,000 measurements/second
(Using 4 SDU's)
System Throughput:
Data Storage:
Interface:
Software:
Up to 50,000 measurements,;sec.
(Binar'/ Units)
20,000 Max measurements see.
(Engineering Units)
In excess of 1,000,000 measurements maximum
IEEE-4.88 (300,000 bytes/see.)
Data Output Formats:
Dis-play:
Power Requirements:
High level command lang,_,age
Signed Integer, ASCII, IEEE Fioating Point
and DEC, Engineering Units
4.0 Character Alphanumeric, Remote Hand-
Held (Optiona.[); Front Pane! (Standard)
500 Watts Maximum
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Physical Requirements:
Module. Fieicht Width Depth Weight
8400 SP 12.25" !9" 21" 40,5 Ibs
(31.12 era) (48.26 ¢:v,,, (53.34 c.':-.; (18.4 kg)
8400 LS 8.75" 19" 20" 24.0 ibs
(22.23 era; (48.26 c:r., (50.8 c.--..; (10.9 kg)
8400 RP 12.25" 19" 21" 39.0 [bs
(31.i2 cm) (48.26 era; (53.34 cm,_ (17.7 kg)
8400 IFC 3.35" 3" 14" 1.75 Ibs
(8.5i cm) (7.62 am,, (35.56 c:':-,.) (0.8 kg,,
8400 PCU T" 4.!25" i6" 12.25 ibs.
(17.78cmj (10.4,5 era,, (40.64 c.'v.: (5.6 k z)
8400 SDU T" 2" !6" 4.5 _bs.
(I7.75. c:'a.j (5.08 cm: (40.64 cm., (2 kg,,
8400 PIU Sane as SDU
8400 A.IU Same as SDU
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1.3 Measurement Overview !
Measurement Channels Resolution
per
31ain_ruo_e
cr_Accuracy Ran._
Air Pressure 4096
Scanning
!4 Bks-Std :0.!%F.S. 10"WC
to 2.5 PSID
16 Biz--Opt. :0.05%F.5. 5 PSID to
500 PSID
All Media 48 !4-Bi:-
='325%FS. !.5 co
q, .-_lcai 6,000 PSL-k
or PSIG
High Accuracy 4 --00001 PSID -- 02%F.S. 1,5 PS[D,15
Pressure to 500
PSLE
Pressure ¢ :0.00! o_I :,3 02%F S 1.5 P-.'D..o
Calibration _o 500
PSL_.
Az_a!og Input !25 14 Bi-s-Scd
F.S. = Full Scale
-3 .... _r._. =i0mv,.o
to ---0.04% = !0v
FS.
1.4 System Overview
The primary, elements of a high speed pressure scanning system are the SP. Pressure
Caiibration Units (PCU), SDU, and pressure scanners. The SP is connected to the
user's host computer via an IEEE-488 interface: The host comnuter interfaces the
user to the 8400 SP, issues all high level commands, and direc:s :he flow of data
_vithin the system. The host computer can range from a small PC zo a large
mainframe computer.
The SP (Figure 1.2) pro"ides a!l control and data reduction functions for the System
8400. A 32-bk microprocessor, "v'3.[E Bus. parallel processing, and comprehensive
fi,.-mware prozrams provide a h.=n speed environment.- ;ct"
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Figure 1.2:8400 SP With Plug-in Units
To analyze a complex aerodynamic model, such as in a gas turbine develovment
engine, a variety of parameters must be measured, such as pressure, temperature, flow,
speed, torque, etc. Each parameter is important in evaluating engine performance.
Gas turbine component tests (compressor, turbine, and inlet systems) general!y have
the same requirements, with perhaps an even greater quantity of pressure
measurements. A sample pressure measurement configuration is illustrated in Figure
1.3, for a Wpical turbine en_ne application requiring 384 pressure channels, with full
scale ranges of 5, 15, 50 and 100 PSIA. at a sampling rate of 50 KHz.
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Figure 1.3: Typical Gas Turbine Engine Test Con_figuration
A SDU (PSI P,'_'N: 8425) is in Slot 1 of the SP. Four ranges of transducers are
required for :he application, so four PCU's (PSI P/N: 8432) are needed. Three PCUs
can be located in the SP, and a Local Slave (LS) houses the remaining unit. The SP is
connected to the user's host computer via an ]EEE-488 interface cabie (PSI P,_':
$486). The SP interfaces to tke LS via a separate [EEE-488 bus, and provides power
to the LS via a power supply cable (PSI P/N: 8485).
A total of 24 S1600-HD rack mounted pressure scanners are needed for 384 pressures.
Three eight-slot scanner interface racks (PSI P/N: S1600-HD-RK) are needed to house
the 24 scanners. The first rack of scanners is connected to the SP bv an analog cable
(PSI P/N: 8488). Each subsequent scanner rack is connected to :he previous rack via
analog cables (PSI P/N: 8488). The maximum distance from the SDU to the fur:best
rack can be 300 feet. However, in this application, both the SP and scanners are to be
located in adjacent cabinets in the engine control room.
Each PCU consists of pneumatic valving,se_'o controland a high accuracy pressure
transferstandard. Under SP control,the PCU switches the calibrationvalvewithin
the scanners to the calibratepositionand appliestwo to fivecalibrationpressures to
each scanner. The SP reduces the calibrationdata, and a charac:eristicequation as
shown below isgenerated for each transducer.
P, = Co + C:V, .., C,V," ..,- C_V _ + C,V,'
Where:
C,, C_, C=, C_ and C, are calibration coefficients.
V, is a voltage reading at P,; and,
P, is an unknown pressure to be measured.
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The calibration pressures are measured accurately by the PCU's pressure transfer
standard. TEe host computer must specify the five pressures :o set, the scanners :o be
calibrated, and then follow with the calibration command. The PCU sets the recuired
pressures, the SDU reads the transducer voltages at each pressure, and the SP sig':'..ats
the host when :he calibration is finished.
The coefficients for each transducer are stored in the SP. If :i=e user e!eccs to transfer
En_neering Units (EU) data to the host after data acquisition. :he SP uses the
coefficients for conversion. Raw calibration data and coefEcier.:s can be sent to the
host when the user intends to perform EU calculations in the host. For maximum
throughput, subsequent pressure data can be sent to the host in raw binar: form, for
later conversion. Single point and average data may be acquired and output :o :he
host.
See Appendix E for more sample confi=_arations.
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